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FOREWORD
This study was conducted for the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and directed by
Contracting Officer t s Representatives (COIL), Mssrs. Reuben Taylor and Gordon
Rysavy. Grumman Aerospace Corporation's study manager was Mr. John Mockovciak Jr.
f
	 This final report is presented in seven volumes
Volume 1 - Executive Summary
Volume 2	 Satellite and Services User Model
Volume 2A - Satellites and Services User Model - Appendix
Volume 3 - Service Equipment Requirements
Volume 3A - Service Equipment Requirements - Appendix
Volume 4 - Service Equipment Concepts
Volume 5 - Programmaties
Volume 3 contains the requirements for on-orbit satellite service equipment
associated with Orbiter service operations. Appendices A and B contain functional
analyses and on-orbit service mission scenarios that were used to identify requirements
and the equipment needed for satellite services. The equipment requirements contained
herein also identify the related spacecraft and crew interface requirements.
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ACRONYMS
Abbreviations and acronyms used frequently throughout the Satellite Services
System Analysis Study (SSSAS) are defined as follows;
ACS - Attitude Control System
AFD - Aft Flight Deck
ASM - All Sky Monitor
AXAF - Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility
CCTV - Closed Circuit Television
C & DH - Command & Data Handling
C & DL Command & Data Link
C/O - Check-out
DDT&E - Design, Development, Test & Evaluation
DoD - Department of Defense
DOF - Degrees of Freedom
EMU - Extra-Vehicular Mobility Unit
EVA Extra Vehicular Activity
FSS - Flight Support System
GAG - Grumman Aerospace Corporation 	 -
GEO - Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
GRAVSAT - Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission
GRO - Gamma Ray Observatory
GSE - Ground Support Equipment
HEAO - High Energy Astronomy Observatory
HPA - Handling & Positioning Aid
IR - Infrared
IRAD - Independent Research and Development
IUS - Inertial Upper Stage
IVA - Internal Ver,,.^iular Activity
J'SC Johnson Space Center
KSC - Kennedy Space Center
LAPC - Large Area Proportional Counter
LASS - Large Amplitude Space Simulator
LASSII - Low Altitude Satellite Studies of Ionospheric Irregularities
LEO - Low Earth Orbit
LOS - Line-Of-Sight
MDF Manipulator Development Facility
MFR - Manipulator Foot Restraint
MMS - Multimission Modular Spacecraft
MMU - Manned Maneuvering Unit
;MRV - Manned Reconnaissance Vehicle
MTV - Maneuverable Television
NOSS - National Oceanic Satellite System
OAO - Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
OBC - Onboard Checkout
OCC - Operations Control Center
OCP - Open Cherry Picker
ON IS - Orbital Maneuvering System
PAM A - Payload Assist Module (type) A
PAM D - Payload Assist Module (type) D
PIDA - Payload Installation & Deployment Aid
PM I/ II - MMS Propulsion Module I & II
POCC - Payload Operations Control Center
viii
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POM - Proximity Operations Module
RCS - Reaction Control System
RMS - Remote Manipulating System
ROM - Rough Order of Magnitude
S/C - Spacecraft
SE&1 - System Engineering & Integration
Sh1M - Solar Maximum Mission
SRM Solid Rocket Motor
SSS - Satellite Services System
SSSAS - Satellite Services System Analysis Study
S/S - Subsystem
S/SUM - Satellite and Services User Model
STE - Special Test Equipment
STS - Space Transportation System,
TDRS(S) - Tracking & Data Relay Satellite (System)
TMS - Teleoperator Maneuvering System
TV - Television
UARS - Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite
UV - Ultraviolet
VSS - Versatile Service Stage
WBS - Work Breakdown Structure
WETF -- Weightless Environment Training Facility
WIF Water Immersion Facility
WRU - Work Restraint Unit
r	 XTE - X-Ray Timing Explorer
i ix
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SERVICE SYSTEM PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
I. - SERVICE SYSTEM i'iti 13HAM REQUIREMENTS
• The satellite service system requirements shall be based on functions and
operational tasks in support of three primary mission events: initial launch,
revisits, and earth ieturn. Within these mission events the applicable service
functions, as shown in Vig. 1-1, shall be considered.
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Fig. 1-1 Mission Evonts/Sorvico Function Rolationships
• Service requirements on or near the Orbiter (within a few Milometers) will be
emphasized
• Requirements in the 1983-88 time frame receive primary consideration, although
potential requirements in the 1988-93 time frame shall also be considered
• Equipment related requirements for crew and spacecraft interfaces shall be
identified
• The service equipment shall be capable of being transported to and from orbit in
the Space Shuttle Orbiter
• Service equipment shall be reusable and have multiple flight capability with
appropriate between-flight maintenance as requirrd
• Service equipment shall be standardized (to the extent practical) and designed
for generic use with various classes of spacecraft
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2 - SERVICE EQUIPMENT  MISSION f EQUIRENIENTS
2.1 ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
2.1.1 Standardization
Whore practical, the on-orbit operations associated with initial launch, revisits,
and earth return shall be performed using the same procedures and utilizing the same
types of equipment.
2.1.2 Orbit Equipment
The servicing equipment shall operate at all LEO orbital inclinations find altitudes.
The equipment design shall permit operations dulling both daylight and dark-side
Posses.
4..L. V WLJVL-Q.'.L J1RA J.FUL-6LbAVn
Service equipment shall be capable of Intermittent operation during; 20-day space
missions. Periodic maintenance shall extend operational life to ton years.
2.2 SATELLITE CLASSES
The satellite classes to be considered in formulating service equipment needs and
requirements are shown in Fig. 2-1.
The satellite classes are defined as follows:
• Direct Delivery/ Servicing 	 Those satellites capable of direct delivery to
orbit and/or servicing by the Orbiter
* LEO/ propulsion	 Those satellites whose LEO operational altitude
is above the Orbiter's nominal delivery orbit
s GBO Satellites Those satellites destined for GEO that are
deployed in LZO by the Or ►.,iter. Does not
include DoD satellites
2-1
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Fig, 2.1 Sataliito Clossm
• Planetary/ Others	 Spacecraft destined for planetary missions that
tare deployed in LEO by the Orbiter. Addition-
ally, undefinable satellite/ payloads as might
presently be carried as reflight opportunities
in the ST'S manifest are also grouped herein
u
i Sorties/DoD Sortie missions (e.g., Spacelab flights) and
.DoD Orbiter flights are grouped herein. To
retain the unclassified nature of this study,
r	
only publicly-known information relating to
DoD flights or payloads is carried in
Grumman's Satellite User Model.
2.3 REFERENCE SATELLITE MISSIONS
The following satellite clasG;+as/spacecraft have been, used as typical satellite
references for support! the development of servicing equipment requirements:
• Direct Delivery/Servl.a its d
- Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
- Low Altitude Satellite Studies of Ionos pheric Irregularities (L AS$H)
j	 - Advanced »-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
- Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission (GRAVSAT)
• LEO/propulsion
X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE)
- Landsat Drrr
Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite {LIARS)
National Oceanic Satellite System (NOSS)
v Geosynchronous
- Simultaneous Astronomical Mission
- Intelsat
r Orbital Debris
- Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO)
- Solar Maximum Mission (SMM)
Large Debris.
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT USAGE AND REQUIREMENTS
I
MISSIOIN OPERATIONS
FUNCTIONAL
ANALYSIS
s
3 - SERVICE EQUIPMENT USAGE AND REQUIREMENTS
3.1 EQUIPMENT IDENTITI CATION METHODOLOGY
3. 1.1 Functional Analysis
Figure 3.1-1 illustrates the functional analysis methodology that was used to
initially identify service needs and relat-3d crew and satellite interactions. Five
refer?nee satellite`3 were analyzed:
Mgg
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• X-Ray Timing Explorer
9 Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
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* Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility
* GRAVSAT A
o Urbiting Astronomical Observatory.
Appendix A contains the detailed functional analysis of the five reference satellites
indicated. The analysis showed that the same or similar functions are deeded for a
number of different spacecraft. Consequently, the same items of servicing equipment
could be designed to support a number of spacecraft.
These functional analyses suggested that standardization of on-orbit service opera-
tions and service equipment usage appears reasonable. We, therefore, turned our atten-
tion toward developing standardized, on-orbit servicing scenarios for the various satel-
lite classes identified in our Satellite and Services User Model (S/SUM) . The scenarios
were then used as the basis for identifying service equipment needs and on-orbit usage.
3.1.2 Development of On-Orbit Operations Scenarios
Appendix B contains the compilation of on-orbit servicing scenarios that have been
developed for initial launch, revisit, and earth return. In developing the on-orbit oper-
ations servicing scenarios, the following fundamental goals or objectives were sought:
® Standardize on-orbit service operations
- e.g., checkout, servicing, deployment performed from a single Orbiter location
- standardize satellite interfaces/ checkout approach
s Maximize use of existing equipment and that under development
o Enhance utilization of STS to satellite users
- Minimize service equipment user charges and cost of on-orbit operations
o Multipurpose equipment usage
o High equipment usage
o Minimize on-orbit service time
Maximize mission success prospects
o Satellites in fully operational condition before deployment
o Improved attitude/state vector information
o Sun-impingement protection with payload bay doors open
o Provide for orbital storage in event of malfunctions.
:S
To accomplish those goals, our approach involved an examination of a broad spec-
trum of potential servicing scenarios to surface the likely service equipment needs.
Within these scenarios are considerations of the following:
• Nominal*/alternate scenarios
• RMS inoperative situations
• Backups for hangup of mechanical devices
• Contamination-sensitive satellites; retrieval/servicing
• Orbiter plume impingement/satellite control implications during close proximity
operations.
Additionally, the following assumptions were made in developing the on-orbit opera-
tions scenarios:
• Status monitoring, checkout, activation/deactivation of satellites is user
controlled (satellite communications via Orbiter S-band or satellite's
communications sy,Aem, as appropriate)
• Minimize Orbiter status/ checkout involvement
- Power (as required)
- Overall health (extent tbd, but standardized for all satellites)
- Go/No-Go for deployment and servicing verification/ effectiveness is satellite
user decision
® Satellite deployment is via Orbiter command
• EVA is acceptable service mode
• MTV usage
- Record f,UO/GEO upper stage firings
Examine all satellites prior to Orbiter capture/ berthing
• Compare RMS/tilt table USS cradle A^) usage with RMS/l-iandling and Positioning
Aid NPA) for initial launch, revisit, and earth return
• .Satellite separation AV during deployment imparted by RMS or 1-lPA
*Nominal scenarios use existing service equipment such as Remote Manipulator
Sys, Plight Support System Tilt Table, PAM-A, PAM-D, etc.
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o consider various close proximity operations
- Orbiter closure
- "Clean" vehicle closure from 1000 ft separation
F
x	- Versatile Service Stage closure
o All unmanned vehicle closures are controlled by the Orbiter crew
• Orbiter safety considerations
- Satellite RCS firings	 >200 ft separation
- Liquid rocket engine firings	 >2700 ft separation
- Solid rocket engine firings	 OMS separation burn required to assure
Orbiter exit of hazard envelope
• Uncooperative STS-era satellites assumed capturable via RMS/grapple
techniques
- High tumble rates assumed as "debris situation."
3.1.3 Service Equipment Identification process
The overall methodology used in :identifying the satellite service equipment is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.1-2. A matrix of servicing scenarios was initially developed for the pri-
mary mission events: initial launch, revisit, and earth return. Within the matrix were
reflected the applicable satellite classes, nominal and alternate modes of operation, con-
tingency situations (as RMS inoperative), end potential close proximity operations.
Level-1 on-orbit operations scenarios, representing sequences-of-events, were devel-
oped for a sufficient number of cases in each servicing scenarios matrix in order to rea-
sonably project equipment usage for the total matrix. Over twenty percent of the 100
scenarios considered within the matrix of mission events were developed in sequence-of-
events fashion. Tl-e final step involved a compilation of the equipment utilization for
each of the scenarios represented in the initial. launch, revisit, and earth return mat-
rices. The service equipment identification process, reported herein, was supported by
Grumman's Independent Research and Development (IRAD) efforts.
3.2 SERVICE EQUIPMENT USAGE ANALYSIS
3.2.1 Initial Launch
Figure 3.2-1 shows the matrix of initial launch scenarios considered in the study
	 k 5
and identifies thirty-four scenarios potentially applicable for deployment. The see-
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1narios noted with numerical designations (e.g., D1, D2, etc.) represent those for which
Level 1 sequences-of-events were prepared and are provided in Appendix A.
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Fig, 3.1 .2 Service Equipment Identification Process
The Direct Delivery class payloads consider both multiple Orbiter payload deploy-
ments and a single large payload (e.g., Space Telescope and Advanced X-RayAstro-
pliysics Facility (AXAF)). The LEO/Propulsion satellite class includes an integral pro-
pulsion stage (as applicable to MMS-type satellites) and a Versatile Service Stage (e.g,.,
Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS)) with two options; stage mating on the ground
and stage mating on-orbit. The GFO/ p ropulsion class includes considerations of solid
and liquid upper stages, the solids reflecting usage of IUS, PAM-A, and PAM-D. The
deployment scenarios also consider nominal and alternate cases, RMS inoperative situa-
tions, and the applicable close proximity operations. (The VSS is the active vehicle
returning/ closing with the Orbiter after delivering a satellite to its operational orbit.)
Nominal scenarios reflect use of existing equipment as RMS and the FSS Cradle A' Tilt
Table; alternate scenarios reflect usage of the RMS in conjunction with a Handling and
3-5
Positioning Aid (HPA). Additionally, all scenarios include backups for hangup of
mechanical devices.
3.2. 1.1 Nominal Initial Launch Scenarios RMS and/or RMS/Tilt Table Usage
The nominal series of scenarios, referred to in the Initial Launch-Deployment
Scenarios matrix (Fig. 3.2-1), represents scenarios in which the RMS is used to deploy
payloads from the Orbiter, and/or serves to support a deployment operation involving a
Tilt 'fable (e.g. , F SS Cradle A 1 ) or payload deployment devices as PAM-A and D. As
shown in the Initial Launch-Deployment Scenarios matrix, eleven Level-1 sequences-of-
events were prepared (D-1, D-2, D-5, D-6, D-13, D-6, D-11, D-15, D-16, D-17, D-18)
to aid in surfacing equipment utilizations. The D1 and D2 scenarios are highlighted in
Fig. 3.2-1 as they will be addressed further to illustrate the technique used to identify
service equip Rients/usage.
}
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SCAN {ICS
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Fig. 3.2•-1 Initial Launch — Deployment Scerarios
(all scenarios include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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APPENDAGE DEPLOYMENT
3.7
Figure 3.2-2 illustrates a simplified form of the Dl Level-1, on-orbit sequence-of-
events for the direct delivery payload class, multiple payload deployment, and primary
RMS usage situation, The service equipment needs associated with a particular event
shown in the figure are highlighted. Note that the first event calls for:
^J
• Retention Structure
• Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
w AFD Controls/Displays for satellite checkout.
The backup situations have also identified equipment needs, namely:
• Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR) to cover retention latch hangups
• MMU/WRU with a stabilizer' attachment to assist a potential satellite appendage
hangup.
• RETN STR
e RMS
• C&D• RMS
CONTR4 1 
•LJ LJ	
C&D-C/O
F*'._^
-.-. 1-1 
__^ 	O	
-.- ,
O	 .1	 2 	 LJ i.JL	 __^...^
RMS ATTACH	 SATELLITE ACTIVATION
MFR/RMS
oe P
LJLJLJ
LATCH HANGUP
k	 p	 IRAD
R81-0181.006(T)
4
SATELLITE RELEASE
MMU/WRUElf-
- U w/sTABLJ
APPENDAGE HANGUP
SS EQPT
Fig. 3.2.2 D1 Initial Launch Sequence — Direct Delivery Payload Class — Multiple Payloads — RPAS Usage
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The equipment ^rsage segment of the nominal scenario (RMS and/or RMS and tilt table
usu e) addressing the B-1 scenario Is highlighted in Fig. 3.2-3, within the overall for-
mat being used to Identify equipment utilization for all the scenarios applicable to this
nominal (RMS anti/or RMS and Tilt Table usage) case. The bevel-1 sequence-of-events
Identifies the primary and backup service equipment needed for the D-1 scenario. Addi-
tionally, optional service equipment is also applicable, at the discretion of the satellite
user. This optional equipment consists of
Sun Shield to provide solar impingement protection to a satellite with the
Orblter's payload bay doors open
o Orbital Storage - to enable the satellite user to leave the spacecraft on orbit for
subsequent revisit/repair in the event of a malfunction detected prior to deploy-
ment. The orbital storage mode obviates the need to return the satellite to
earth and relaunch, incurring additional launch costs
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Fig. 3.2.3 D1 -- Initial Launch Equipment Utilization Summary — RMS and/or RMS/Tilt Table Usage
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P
Attitude Transfer package to provide improved attitude and state vector
Information to the satellite
• Lighting Enhancement needs could apply in all situations involving EVA; thus,
where EVA is shown as a backup need (with W11/11148, for example) it is also
reflected as a backup in the optional equipment category.
Figure 3.2-9 is identical to Fig. 3.2-1 but now highlights the strip of ten individual
scenarios applicable to the nominal (HMS and/or RMS/'Tilt Table usage) scenarios. This
is done to further illustrate theequipment identification techniqucii and to acquaint the
reader with the format for the equipment utilization summary chr its that follow in this
report.
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Fig. 3.2.4 initial Launch — Deployment Sconarios — Nominal Scenario Emphasis — RMS and/or
RMS/Tilt Table !^J`€ kae
(All scenarios Include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Figure 3.2-0 now shows the equipment utilization summary that reflects the service
equipment usage for the nominal ten scenarios highlighted in Vigo 3.2-4. In addition,
the Level-1
 sequence-of-events (e-g-, D-1, D-5, etc.), which Were prepared to surface
the equipment identifications, are also identified on the figure. Their equipment
utilizations can be correlated with the scenarios found in Appendix l3.
Figure 3.2-5 identifies the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment
applicable to these initial launch scenarios for the satell ite
 
classes/categories shown,
wherein the principal equipment usage involves an 3MS and /or FSS Cradle A' Tilt Table.
Nate that an M4?lt/RMS appears as a backup for all scenarios, although 1 VA via handrails
could also be used, The MMU/WltU with stabilizer adaption appears on four scenarios.
In consonance with our original assumptions, an MTV is deployed to view and record all
propulsion stage finings and thus appears on seven scenarios, Bxaiusive of AFU
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Fig. 3.2.6 Initial Launch — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario -- RMS and/or
RMS/Tilt Table Usage
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Controls/ Displays and optimal equipment, between throe and six itei
ment are needed to cover these initial la unch scenarios,
Figure 3.2-6 illustrates the simplified form of the 0-2 .bevel-1 or
oL-oventS for the direct delivery payload class, multiple payload deployment, with an
RAIS-inoperative situation. The service equipment noods associated with a particular
event shown in the figure are highlighted. :Note that the first event gulls for;
• Retention Structure
• MMUNAU with RMS end effector adaption
AFD Controls/ Displays for satellite checkout.
The backup situations have also identified equipment needs, namely:
• MMU /WRU with stabilizer to cover retention latch hangups or EVA via handrails
Could be employed
• A scoond MMU/ WRU with stabilizer which would be needed to assist a potential
satellite appendage hangup while the first MMU/ iNRU with end effector maintains
the stability of the satellite.
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Fig. 3.2-6 D2 — Nominal Initial Launch Scenario - Direct Delivery Payload Class — Multiple
Payloads RMS Inoperative
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The equipment usage segment of the D-2 RMS-inoperative scenario is highlighted in
Fig. 3.2-7. 'Note that a second MMU/WRU would be needed to also support the orbital
storage option, However, since the nominal equipment complement would contain two
MMU/WRUs, the orbital storage option could be accomplished within the basic scenariots
complement of equipment.
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Figure 3.2-8 now highlights the strip of nine individual scenarios applicable to this
RMS-inoperative situation for the various satellite cleAsses/categories shown in the origi-
nal initial launch deployment scenarios matrix (Ref: rig. 3.2-1).
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Fig. 3.2.8 Initial Launch Deployment Scenarios -.. Nominal Scenario — RMS and/or RMS/Tilt
Table Usage • RMS Inoperative Emphasis
(all scenarios include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Figure 3.2-0 reflects the equipment utilization summary for the strip of nine indivi-
dual scenarios highlighted in Fig. 3.2-8. Also identified are the bevel-1 sequences-of-
events (e.g., D-2, D-6) which were prepared to surface the equipment identification.
The figure identifies the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment applicable to
these RMS-inoperative initial launch scenarios for the satellite elasoes/categories
shown. Note that the MMU/WRU adaptations have replaced both the RMS and MFR/RMS
functions previously shown in the RMS usage situation (Ref; rig. 3.2-5). Note, also,
that a second MMU/WRU with stabilizer is needed for four of the scenarios shown.
Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional equipment, between two and five items
of service equipment are needed to cover these inW al launch scenarios.
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Fig. 3.2.9 Initial Launch — Equipment Utilization Summary Nominal Scenario -- RMS and/or
RMS/Tilt Table Usage — RMS Inoperative
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3.2.1.2 Alternate Initial Launch Scenarios - RMS JHPA Usage
The alternate series of scenarios referred to in the Initial Launch-Deployment
Scenarios matrix (Fig. 3.2-1) represents scenarios where the RMS serves to support
deployment operations involving a Handling and Positioning Aid (HPA), or payload
deployment devices as PAM-A and -D. In these scenarios is shown in rig. 3.2-10 and
dard location" from which satellite checkout is performed and from which the satellite is
deployed. As shown in the Initial Launch-Deployment matrix, eight Level-1 sequences-
of-events were prepared (D-3, D-4, D-7, D-8, D -14, D-i0, D-12, D-19) to aid in sur-
facing equipment utilizations.
I
The equipment usage for these alternate scenarios is shown in Fig. 3.2-10 and
3.2-11. Figure 3.2-10 shows the equipment complements for the eight individual sce-
narios wherein the RMS and HPA are prime service equipment. The figure identifies the
j	 D•3	 p.7	 o•1M1	 D,10	 ",	 —11-
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Fig. 3.2-10 Initial Launch — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario — RMS/HPA Usage
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Fig. 3.2-11 Initial Launch Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario — RMS/HPA,
Usage — RMS Inoperative
nominal, optional, and backup service equipment applicable for the satellite classes/
categories shown. The figure also identifies the level-1 sequences-of ,-events (e.g.,
D-3, D-7, etc.) that were prepared to surface the equipment identifications shown„
Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional equipment, between four and six items
of service equipment are needed to cover these initial launch scenarios.
Note that in the previous equipment identifications for the Nominal scenarios (RNIS
and/or RMS /Tilt Table usage), an Attitude Transfer Package was identified as an item of
optional equipment 'to provide improved attitude/state vector information to satellites.
For scenarios that utilize an HPA, however, the attitude transfer function is built into
the ,-IPA.
Figure 3.2-11 shows the equipment usage for the eight individual scenarios wherein
the RMS /14PA are the planned prime service usage equipment, and the RMS is inopera
3-1G
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give, The figure again identifies the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment
applicable for the satellite classes/ categories shown. It also identifies the Level-1
sequences-of-events (e.g., D-9, D-S) that were prepared to assist in surfacing the
equipment identifications noted therein. Note that in this RMS-inoperative situation, the
MMU/ WRU adaptations have ,again replaced both the RMS and MFR/RMS functions shown in
the RMS-inoperative case (Ref: Fig. 3.2-10). Also note, however, that in this HPA
usage situation, a single MMU/WRU is needed as contrasted with the milt Table usage case
(Fig. 3.2-9) where two MMU/WRUs are called for. Exclusive of AFD Controls /Displays
and optional equipment ., between three and five items of service equipment are needed to
cover these initial launch scenarios.
3.2.1.3 Summary of Initial ,Launch Service Equipment and Usage
Figure 3.2-12 consolidates the equipment utilization summaries that apply to the 34
scenarios considered in the Initial Launch-Deployment Scenarios matrix. A total of 17
service equipment needs have been identified for initial launch to cover the matrix of ap-
plicable scenarios shown in Fig. 3.2-12. Thirteen of the equipment needs represent nom-
inal (or basic) equipment that would be carried 'in the satellite operations. Four of the
identified equipment needs represent optional equipment/ services that could be made
available to the satellite user community. The service: equipment needs identified are as
follows;
Nominal Equipment Needs
r (1) Retention Structure 	 Satellite retention can be satisfied by an inte-
gral structure built into the satellite, the	 j
Flight Support System (FSS) which is adaptable
to MMS-type (or configuration) payloads, or by
mounting payloads in Spacelab pallets. Payload
retention latches should be designed for back-
up manual release; following release they
should maintain the satellite in a "caged" condi-
tion to enable RMS attachment for deployment
(if applicable) .
( ) Tilt Table
	
This deployment capability can be satisfied by
the FSS Cradle A' and is also available for
Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) and PAM A.
payloads.
3-17
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(3) Spin ',fable
(4) Payload. Installation and
Deployment Aid (PIDA)
(5) Remote Manipulator
System (RMS)
(6) Manipulator Foot
Restraint (MFR)/RMS
(7) Manned Maneuvering Unit/
Work .Restraint Unit
(MMU/ WRU)
Spin capabilities for deployment can be pro-
vided for PAM A and PAM D payloads, and can
also be accommodated on the Handling and
Positioning Aid 01PA).
Enables deployment (and re-installation) from
the payload bay of very large size/mass pay-
loads (e. g. , 15 ft diameter and 65, 000 1b)
without exceeding the 3.0 inch arbiter
clearance envelope.
The RMS can be used to deploy payloads from
the Orbiter payload bay, provided that the sat-
ellites contain an RMS-compatible grapple
fixture. The RMS will release a satellite with
essentially no differential velocity during
deployment. It should be noted, however,
that most of our operational scenarios call for
satellites to be released by the RMS with a AV
of about 1 ft/sec -- a capability for which tine
RMS has not been nominally designed.
The MFR/RMS serves as a backup for potential
hangup of retention latches, mechanical hangup
situations as;^Ociated with satellite appendage
deployment, and for EVA support of sortie
missions.
Adaptations of the WRU in conjunction with the
MMU serve as the backup for RMS-inoperative
situations for initial launch/deployment. A
WRU adapted with an RMS snare end-effector
would remove a satellite from the payload bay
and deploy it with a AV of about l ft/ sec. A
WRU adapted with a stabilizer could serve to
support hangups of retention latches and
similar situations associated with appendage
deployment of satellites.
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Fig. 3.2.12 Service Equipment Utilization for Initial
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Alternate Scenario
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(8) handling and Positioning Aid
(HPA)
(9) Maneuverable Television (MTV)
(10) Versatile Service Stage (VSS) :
e Delivery/Rendezvous
Capability
The 14PA will support satellites outside the con-
fines of the payload bay and, with its "over-
the side" feature, could enable full deployment
of satellite appendages (if desired) prior to
release from the Orbiter. It contains a stan-
dardized berthing and umbilical interface for
initial checkout prior to deployment, has
provisions for an attitude/state vector trans-
fer for all satellites, and provides the means to
impart a AV to a satellite to effect Orbiter
separation. Additionally, a spin table capa-
bility can also be accommodated.
For initial launch/ deployment, the MTV can be
deployed to view and record propulsion stage
firings of satellites destir^:d for higher LEO
altitudes and GEO.
The VSS is used to transfer satellites to higher
energy LEO orbits. Following satellite place-
ment, the VSS would return to the Orbiter and
rendezvous within about 1000 ft. The close
proximi -y flight control to RMS capture of the
VSS is remotely controlled by the Orbiter
crew.
(11-13) Aft Flight Deck-Controls
	
Controls and displays will be provided in the
	 j
& Displays (AFD-C&D) :
	
AFD for control of the RMS, for standardized	 i
s RMS Control Panel	 satellite checkout and deployment, and for
• Satellite C/O Panel	 close proximity flight control of the 1v1TV and
• Close Proximity Ups
	
Versatile Service Stage.
Panel
ai
i
FJ1
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Optional Equipment
(14) Sun Shield
(15) Orbital Storage
(16) Attitude Transfer PaoXage
(17) Lighting Enhancement
This equipment provides solar impingement
protection to a satellite with the Orbiter ► s
payload bay doors open and is modularly
adaptable to accommodate varying; length
satellite payloads.
Provides the satellite user with the option to
leave the spacecraft on-orbit for subsequent
revisit/repair in the event of a malfunction
detected prior to deployment that would
categorize the satellite as nonoperational.
This unit provides a means for accurately
transferring attitude reference data from the
Orbiter nav-base to satellites requiring accu-
rate attitude/ position information prior to
deployment.
Supplementary lighting or enhanced viewing
capabilities are provided for backup EVA
activities potentially associated with satellite
deployment.
I
1E4
3. 2.2 Revisit
Figure 3,2-13 shows the matrix of revisit scenarios Considered in the study and
identifies forty-eight scenarios as applicable. The scenarios noted with numerical
designations (e.g. , 131, R2, etc.) are those for which the Level-1 sequences-of-events
have been prepared and are provided in Appendix B. The Direct Delivery class pay-
loads cover retrieval/ servicing of satellites directly reachable by the Orbiter and
Include nominal (MMS-typo) payloads, large satellite payloads, and contamination-
sensitive satellites. The L O/Propulsion satellite class involves payload retrieval from
higher energy orbits followed by rendezvous with the Orbiter for servicing. This satel-
lite class includes consideration of integral propulsion stages (e.g. ► MMS-type) and
SCENA
_ R ^%
PAYLOAD CLASS DIRECT DELIVERY-REVISIT LEO/PROPULSION • REVISIT
&
ATEGORY NOMINAL CONTAM
 INTEGRAL PROP STAGE VERSATILE SEERV STAGE
NOMINAL CONTAM NOMINAL CONTAM(MMS-TYP0 LARGE SENSITIVE
SCENARIO PAYLOAD PAYLOAD PAYLOAD PAYLOAD SENSITIVE PAYLOAD SENSITIVE
• NOMINAL R•1 • R,6 • • R•7 0(RMS/TILT TABLE USAGE
• RMS INOPERATIVE R"2 • 0 0 • 0 0
"CLEAN" ARBITER "CLEAN ,"CLOSE PROXIMITY OPS ORBITER CLOSES VEHICLE CLOSES VEHICLE "CLEAN" VSS CLOSESCLOSES CLOSES
• ALTERNATE NO" 1 F^•3 • • • 0 R"8(RMS/HPA USAGE)
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CLOSE PROXIMITY OPS UNMANNED VEHICLE CLOSES -»
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Fig, 3.2.13 Revisit •— Servicing Scenarios
(all scenarios include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Versatile Service Stage usage; for both propulsion cases, a nominal and contamination-
sensitive payload are shown. Additionally, the revisit scenarios consider nominal and
alternate cases, RMS-inoperative situations, and the applicable close proximity
operations below;
r Direct Delivery payload class
- Orbiter closure/ satellite rapture
- "Glean" vehicle closure/ satellite capture of contamination-sonsitive
spacecraft within 1000 ft of the Orbiter
w LHO/ propulsion payload class
Orbiter olosure/satellite capture
- "Glean" vehicle closure/ satellite capture of contamination-sensitive
spacecraft within 1000 ft of the Orbiter
"Glean" VSS closure whore the VSS is the active vehicle closing with the
Orbiter for RMS capture, after retrieving a satellite from its operational
orbit.
Two additional alternate scenarios (No. 2 and 3) are also shown which utilize either
manned or unmanned retrieval of satellites within 1000 ft of the Orbiter. All scenarios
also include backups for hangup of mechanical devices. The R-1, R-3, and R-$
scenarios are highlighted in Fig. 3.2-13 as they will be addressed again to illustrate the
techniques used to identify service equipment/usage for revisit missions. Further, the
R-1 scenario, involving RMS/'Tilt 'Cable as prime service equipment, will be compared
with the R-3 scenario using the RMS/HPA.
3.2.2.1 Nominal Revisit Scenarios - RMS/'.Gilt '.Table Osage
The Nominal series of scenarios referred to in the Revisit-Servicing scenarios
matrix (Ref; Fig. 3.2-13) represent scenarios where the RMS is used to retrieve satel-
lites and place them on a Tilt `Sable for on-orbit servicing. Subsequent to servicing and
checkout of the satellite, the RUS is used to redeploy the spacecraft from the Orbiter.
The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Revisit and LEO/Propulsion- Revisit
payload classes. The LEO/Propulsion class satellites, with integral stages, would
return from their operational orbit to the Orbiter's nominal orbit to enabie direct
retrieval/ capture by the Orbiter. LEO/Propulsion class satellites compatible* with the
*capable of being docked to the VSS
M
IVersatile Service Stage (VSS) would be captured and returned from their operational
orbit to the vicinity of the Orbiter, where the close proximity operations would be
remotely controlled by the Orbiter crow. The VSS's "olean-burning" propulsion system
would be used for these close-in operations to bring the VSS/satellite to within the RMS
reach distance to effect capture. For contamination-sonsitive payloads (excluding VSS-
compatible satellites) a "clean-burning" proximity Operations Module (manned or
	
TM
unmanned) would be deployed when the payload is within 1000 ft of the Orbiter to bring
the satellite to within the RMS reach distance. As shown in the Revisit-Servicing
Scenarios matrix, four revel-1 sequences-of-events were prepared (R-1, R-2, It-a,
11-7) to aid in surfacing equipment utilizations.
Figure 3.2-14 shows the R-1 bevel-l. revisit on-orbit sequence-of-events for the
Direct Uellvery-Revisit payload class, nominal payload (MMS-type), and primary
RMS/VSS Cradle A' Tilt Table usage situation. Retrieval is directly accomplished by the
Orbiter after examination of the satellite. Service equipment needs associated with a
particular event are again highlighted, as was formerly illustrated in the sequence-of-
events charts presented for initial launch. Note that the initial events call for;
• Maneuverable Television (MTV)
r Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and associated AFD Controls /Displays
• AFD Controls/Displays for close proximity flight control of the MTV.
Subsequent operations identify:
• Tilt `fable (FSS Cradle A")
g OCp work platform associated with the Tilt Table
• Open Cherry Picker (OCp) and RMS
	
l
• AFD Controls/ Displays for satellite checkout/ servicing support
• Equipment stowage/fluid transfer system for servicing support.
The backup situations identify equipment needs:
e Manipulator root Restraint (MFR) to cover Tilt Table or latch hangups
• MMU/WRU with stabilizer attachment to assist a potential satellite appendage
hangup.
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Fig. 3.2.14 R1 - Nominal Revisit Sconario — Direct Delivery Payload Class — Nominal Payload
(MMS•Typo) — RMS/Tilt Table Usage
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The equipment usage segment of the R-1 .revisit scenario, with RMS/Tilt Table prima
usage, is now highlighted in Fig. 3.2 -15 to illustrate the format for summarizing equip-
ment usage for all tho scenarios applicable to this nominal (RMS/Tilt Table usage) case.
The equipment Corresponds to that previously identified in the Rw1 sequence-of-events
charts. Optional equipment is also applicable, at the discretion of the satellite user.
GD
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LEO/PROPULSION
CATEGORY
	 NOMINALCONTAM
	
INTEGRAL PROP'NKSTAGE VERSATILE SERV STAGE
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CONTAM
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Fig. 3.2.15 R1 — Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario — RMS/Tilt Table Usage
Figure 3.2-16 is identical to Fig. 3.2-13 but now highlights the strip of seven
individual scenarios applicable to this nominal RMS/Tilt Table usage situation for the
various satellite classes/ categories shown. Figure 3.2-17 presents the total equipment
utilizations for the scenarios highlighted in the strip of scenarios in Fig. 3.2-16. Shown
z
	
	
is the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment .applicable to the seven revisit
scenarios, represented by the satellite classes/ categories indicated for this RMS/Tilt
'.Cable prime usage situation. Also identified are the Level-1 sequences-of-events (e.g.,
R-1, R-5, etc.) that were prepared to aid in surfacing the equipment identifications
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Fig. 3.2-16 Revisit — Servicing Scenarios — Nominal Scenario Emphasis — RMS/Tilt Table Usage
(all scenarios Include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Fig. 3.2-17 Rovisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario — RMS,/Tilt Table Usage
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shown, which can be correlated with the scenarios found in Appendix B. Note the;;c the
equipment complements for these scenarios are essentially identical, except for the
contamination-sensitive satellites wherein a "clean" propulsion form- of-retrieva.7 and a
noncontaminating Orbiter ACS are called for. Exclusive of AFD Controls/Displays and
Optional Equipment, between seven and nine items of service equipment are needed to
cover these revisit servicing scenarios.
Figure 3.2-18 presents the equipment complements for the same seven nominal sce-
narios wherein the AMS/Tilt Table is the planned prime sers,^ ice usage equipment (Ref.
Fig. 3.2-17), but the RMS is inoperative. The equipment complements are seen to be
similar to the RMS-operative situation but now the MMU /WRU variations are necessary to
complete the missions. Note, however, that a second MMU/ WRU with stabilizer is also
needed for these seven scenarios. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional
t	 R•2
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Fig. 3.2.18 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario — RMS/Tilt Table Usage —
,..a,	 RMS Inoperative
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equipment, between six and eight items of service equipment tire needed to cover these
revisit servicing scenarios.
3.2.2.2 Alternate Revisit Scenarios Rio. I
-
- RMS; HPA Usage
The Alternate No. 1 series of scenarios referred to in the Revisit-Servicing
Scenarios matrix (Ref: Fig. 3.2-13) represents scenarios where the RMS is used to
retrieve satellites and place there on a handling/Positioning Aid (HPA,) for on-orbit
servicing. In these scenarios, the HPA becomes the "standard location" at which
servicing and checkout of the satellite is performed, and from which the spacecraft is
redeployed from tine Orbiter.
The Alternate No. 1 scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Revisit and LEO/
Propulsion-Revisit payload classes. The close proximity and retrieval operations
associated with the payload classes/ categories are the same as with the Nominal Revisit
Scenarios (See. 3.2.2.1). As shown in the Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix, three
Level-1 sequences-of-events were prepared (R-3, 1.-4, R-8) to aid in surfacing equip-
ment utilizations.
Figure 3.2-19 shows the R-3 Level-'I revisit_ on-orbit sequence -of-events for the
Direct Delivery-Revisit payload class, nominal payload (MMS-type). Retrieval is again
directly accomplished by the Orbiter after inspection of the satellite. service equip-
ment needs associated with a particular event are again highlighted, as was formerly
Illustrated for other sequence-of-events charts. The initial events call for:
9 Maneuverable Television (MTV)
® Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and associated AFD Controls/Displays
e AFD Controls/ Displays for close proximity flight control of the MTV.
Subsequent operations identify:
• Handling and Positioning Aid (HPA)
• Work Platform for the HPA
• Open Cherry Picker (OCP) and RMS
• AFD Controls/Displays for satellite checkout/ servicing support
• Equipment stowage/fluid transfer systems for servicing support.
The backup situations identify the following equipment needs
V
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Fig. 3.2-19 R 3 - Alternate No. 1 Revisit Scenario Direct Delivery Payload Class — Nominal
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• Manipulator Toot Restraint (MFR) to cover latch hangups
• IiPA work platform (also identified above) to assist a potential satellite
appendage haingup.
The equipment usage for ti,.e R-3 :revisit scenario, with RMS/HPA prime usage, is
highlighted in .Pig. 3.2-20, within the overall format being used to identify equipment
usage for all the scenarios applicable to this Alternate No. 1 (RMS/HPA usage) case.
The equipment corresponds to that identified in the R-3 sequence-of-events chart shown
previously, and also includes the Optional equipment applicable for this scenario.
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.Fig. 3.2-20 R3 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summery — Alternate Scenario No. 1 — RMS /HPA Usage
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Figure 3.2-21 again repeats the original Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix (hef;
Fig. 3.2-12), but highlights the strip of seven individual scenarios applicable to this
RMS/HPA usage situation for the various satellite classes/ categories shown. Figure
3.2-22 summarizes the equipment utilizations for the scenarios emphasized in Fig.
3.2-21. Shown is the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment applicable to the
seven revisit scenarios represented by the satellite classes/categories indicated for this
RMS/HPA prime usage situation. Also identified are the Level-1 sequences-of-events
(R-3, R-8) that were prepared to aid in surfacing the equipment identifications shown
and can be correlated with the scenarios found in Appendix B. The equipment comple-
ments for these scenarios are essentially identical, except for the contamination-
sensitive satellites wherein a "clean" propulsion form-of-retrieval and a noncontam-
inating Orbiter ACS are called for. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional
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Fig. 3.2.21 Revisit Servicing Scenarios Alternate Scenario No. 1 Emphasis — RMS/HPA Usage(all scenarios include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Fig. 3.2.22 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No.1 — RMS/HPA Usage
equipment, between six and eight items of service equipment are needed to cover these
revisit service scenarios.
A comparison of the equipment .utilization summaries between RMS/"hilt Table usage,
(Fig. 3.2-17) and RMS/HPA usage (Fig. 3.2-22) shows that one less item of service equip-
ment (MMU/WRU with stabilizer) is needed for the service scenarios utilizing the HPA.
r,
The equipment complements for the RMS-inoperative s ituation relating to the seven
(Alternate .No. 1) scenarios, where the RMS /HPA is the planned prime service usage
equipment, Are shown in Fig. 3.2-23. The equipment complements are similar to the
RMS-operative situation (lief: Fig, 3.2-22), but now the MMU/WRU varhations are again
necessary to complete the missions., Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional
equipment, between five and seven items of service equipment are needed to cover these
revisit servicing scenarios.
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Fig. 3.2.23 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. I — RMS/HPA Usage --
RMS Inoperative
Comparing the RMS/Tilt Table (Fig. 3.2-18) vs. RMS/HiPA. (Fig. 3.2-23) usage
i	 scenarios with RMS'-inoperative, we again find that one less item of service equipment
(MMU/ WRU with stabilizer) is needed for the service scenarios utilizing the IIPA.
4.
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3.2.2.3 Alternate Revisit Scenarios No. 2 - RMS / HPA Usa g o - Manned Retrieval at
1000 ft Separation
The Alternate No. 2 series of scenarios referred to in the Revisit-Servicing Sce-
narios matrix (lief: Fig. 3.2-13) represent scenarios in which the Orbiter would rendez-
vous within 1000 ft of a payload, and a manned Proximity Operations Module (POM) is
dispatched to retrieve and bring the payload to within RMS reach distance. The payload
is then captured by the RMS and placed on the Handling / Positioning Aid for on-orbit
servicing. Following servicing and checkout, the spacecraft is redeployed from the
Orbiter.
The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-revisit payload class and the LIDO/
Propulsion-Revisit payload class with an integral propulsion stage. The satellite, with
its integral stage, would return froth its operational orbit to the Orbiter's nominal orbit
to enable capture of the satellite / stage by the POM and retrieval by the RMS/Orbiter.
The equipment usage for the Alternate No. 2 revisit scenarios is shown in Fig.
3.2-24 The nominal, optional, and backup service equipment is shown for the five
revisit scenarios in which manned retrieval of satellites ai 1000 ii separation is appli-
cable. Manned retrievals can be accomplished by Proximity Operations Modules (POM) in
either of two variations: an "MMU/WRU adaptation" or a "Manned Version." The distinc-
tion between the two is that the YOM-MMU/WRU adaptation applies to masses in the range
of MMS-type payloads (or smaller); for larger payloads (such as AXAF), a larger POM-
Manned Version has been called for.
As shown in Fig. 3.2-24, the service equipment complements for these scenarios are
similar, except for the contamination-sensitive payloads which call for a noncontami-
nating Orbiter ACS during on-orbit servicing. Exclusive of AFD Controls [Displays and
optional equipment, six or seven items of service equipment are needed to cover these
revisit service scenarios.
:
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Fig.3.2.24 Revisit Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scanario No. 2 -- RMS /HPA Usage —
Manned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation
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Vigure 3.2-25 presents the equipment complements for the same five Alternate No. 2
scenarios reflected in Fig. 3.2-24, but now with the RMS- inoperative. Once main, MMU/
WRU adaptations appear as the contingency elements for RMS-inoperative situations.
Note, however, that in this HPA usage situation a single MMU/WRU is needed, as con-
trasted with the Tilt Table usage case (Fig. 3.2-18) where two MMU/WRUs are called
fora Exclusive of AFb Controls/ Displays and optional equipment, five or six items of
service equipment are needed to cover these revisit service scenarios.
Of interest is that one less item of service equipment is needed for this RMS-
inoperative case than was called for in the RMS-operative situation. The MMU/WRU
adaptations (e.g., with end-effector, with stabilizer, and with payload handling capa-
bility) built within a single, modularly-adaptable WRU could replace the RMS and
OCP /MFR functions.
3.2.2.4 Alternate Revisit Scenarios No. 3 - RMS/HPAA. Usage - Unmanned Retrieval at
1000 ft Separation !
The Alternate No. 3 series of scenarios referred to in the Revisit-Servicing
?cenarivs matrix (Re i Fig. 3.2-13) represent scenarios where the Orbiter would
rendezvous within 1.000 ft of a payload.
	 9 n unmanned Proximity Operations Module
(POM) is then dispatched to retrieve and bring the payload within RMS reach distance
where it is captured by the RMS and placed on the Handling/ Positioning Aid for on-orbit
servicing.	 Following servicing and checkout, the spacecraft is redeployed from the ;.
Orbiter.
The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Revisit payload class and the LEO/ f
Propulsion-Revisit payload class with an integral propulsion stage.
	
The satellite, with
`	 its integral stage, would return from its operational orbit to the Orbiter's nominal orbit
to enable capture of the satellite/stage by the POM and retrieval by the RMS/Orbiter. $;
As shown in the Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix, the R-6 Level-1 sequence-of-events jl
was prepared to aid in surfacing equipment utilizations.
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Fig. 3.2-25 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. 2 — RMS/HPA Usage —
Manned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation -- RMS Inoperative
Figure 3.2-26 shows the R-6 Level-1 revisit on-orbit sequence-of-events for the
Direct Delivery-Revisit payload class, contamination-sensitive satellite. Service equip-
ment needs are again highlighted as they appear in the scenario and for backup
situations. The initial events call for:
	
x
M Proximity Operations Module (POM) which can be an adaptation of the
Maneuverable Television (MTV)
• Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and associated AFD Controls/ Displays
• Handling and Positioning Aid (HPA)
• AFDC Controls/Displays for checkout of the POM
• AFD Controls/Displays for close proximity flight control of the POM.
Subsequent operations identify:
Noncontaminating Orbiter ACS to enable servicing of the contamination-
sensitive satellite
• Work Platform for the HPA
• Open Cherry Picker (OCP) and RMS
a AFD C;or>trols/Displays for satellite checkout/ servicing support
o Equipr'rrent storage/fluid transfer for servicing support.
Backup situations identify the following equiptrent needs:
o ,Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR) to cover latch hangups
® HPA work platform (also identified above) to assist a potential satellite
appendage hangup.}
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Fig. 3.2.26 R6 Alternate loo. 3 Revisit Scenario — Direct Delivery Payload Class «— Contamination
Sensitive Satellite — RMS/HPA Usage — Unmanned Retrieval at 1000 Ft Separation
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The equipment usage segment of the R-6 scenario is shown highlighted in Fig.
3.2-27, within the overall format being used to identify equipment usage for ail the
scenarios applicable to this Alternate No. 3 case. The primavy/backup equipment shown
corresponds with that appearing on the previous Level-1 sequence-of-events charts.
Optional service equipment that are applicable are also shown.
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Fig. 3.2.27 R6 — Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. 3 — RMS/FIPA
Usage Unmanned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation
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Figure 3.2-28 repeats the original Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix (Ref; Fig.
3.2-13), but highlights the strip of five scenarios applicable to this RMS/HPA usage
$}	 situation, coupled with unmanned retrieval of satellites within a 1000 ft Orbiter
separation distance. The next illustration (Fig. 3.2-33) summarizes the equipment
utilizations for the scenarios emphasized in Fig. 3.2-28.
a
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Fig. 3.2-28 Revisit Servicing Scenarios — Alternate Scenario No. 3 Emphasis — RMS/HPA Usage
— Unmanned Retrieval at 1000 Ft Separation
(all scenarios include backups for hangup of mechanical devices)
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Figure 3.2-29 identifies the nominal, optional, and backup service equipment for
these five revisit scenarios. Retrievals t yre accomplished by a proximity Operations
Module-MTV adaptation capable of handling the spectrum of satellite masses projected in
otiAr Satellite and Services User Model (S/SUM). Service equipment complements are
almost identical to the manned retrieval scenarios (Fig. 3.2-25), but with the addition
of an Aft Flight Deck Control/Display for close proximity flight control (remote) of the
POM by the Orbiter crew. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional equipment,
six or seven items of service equipment are needed to cover these revisit-servicing
scenarios.
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Fig. 3.2 -29 Revisit — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. 3 — RMS /HPA Usage —
Unmanned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation
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rFigure 3.2-30 prosents the equipment needs for the same five Alternate No. 2
scenarios reflected in Fig. 3.2-29, but now with the RMS inoperative. Again, the
MIOU WRU adaptations appear as the contingency elements for RMS-inoperative situa-
tions. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays and optional equipment, five or six items of,
service equipment are needed to cover these revisit, servicing scenarios. As was noted
f .i
for the manned retrieval situation with RMS inoperative, this unmanned retrieval situa-
tion also calls for one less item of service equipment than in the ,RMS-operative
situation.
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Fig. 3.2.30 Revisit - Equipment Utilization Summary Alternate Scenario No. 3 — RMS /HPA Usage —
Unmanned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation -- RMS Inoperative
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3.2.2.5 Summary of revisit Service Equipment and Usage
Figure 3.2-31 consolidates the equipment utilization summaries that apply to the 4
scenarios considered in the Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix. A total of 21 service
equipment needs have been identified to cover the revisit scenarios shown in Fig.
3.231. Eighteen of the equipment needs represent nominal (or basic) equipment that
would be carried in the satellite services inventory to cover both planned and eontin-
geney operations. Three of the equipment needs identified represent optional
equipment/ services which could be made available to the satellite user community. The
service equipment needs identified for revisits are as follows:
(1) Equipment Storage
	
	
Provisions are needed for transport/ stowage of
components, modules, instruments, etc., to
enable satellite maintenance, refurbishment,
and reconfiguration. The wide variety of
potential package geometries/masses may call
for unique support arrangements for each
satellite being serviced.
(2) Tilt Table
	
	 The FSS Cradle A' is used as a support struc-
ture for on-orbit satellite servicing within the
confines of the Orbiter payload bay. The
Cradle A'/satellite interface contains pro-
visions for berthing/retention, umbilical
connectors, and a rotational (turn table)
mechanism to enable access to the satellite.
(3) Open Cherry Picicei, (OPC)
Tilt Table Work Platform
(4) Open Cherry Picker/Remote
Manipulator System (OCP/RMS)
A work platform can be adapted to the FSS
Cradle A t
 to enable servicing of variable
diameter/length satellites mounted on the 'Tilt
Table. This capability, together with the 3600
rotational feature provided with the Tilt
Table, provides total access to all locations on
a satellite.
The OCP is a movable work station controlled
by an :.''VA astronaut on the tip of the RMS arm.
Servicing capabilities include lighting, tool
storage, a payload handling/ transport device,
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and a stabilizer to rigidly position the
astronaut relative to a work site,
(5) Manipulator loot Restraint
(MFR) /RMS
(9) Remote Manipulator System
(RMS)
(7) Handling and 'Positioning
Aid (HPA)
The MFR/RMS serves as a backup for potential
hangups of mechanical devices in the payload
bay, and hangup situations associated with
satellite appendage deployment. For those
missions where an OCP is carried as part of the
basic service equipment complement, the
OCP / RMS would replace the backup functions
of the MFR/RMS-
On revisit missions, the RMS is used to deploy
the MTV for examining payloads prior to re-
trieval, It subsequently retrieves the pay-
loads when within reach-distance of the RMS
arm. The payloads are then placed on the
Tilt Table or Handling and Positioning; Aid
for on-orbit servicing. The RMS is also
used to support OCP and MFR utilization.
The HPA is used as a support structure for on-
orbit satellite servicing outside of the confines
of the Orbiter payload bay. Servicing can be
accommodated by rotating turn-table provi-
sions in the HPA and via a movable work sta-
tion with translational and vertical motion
capabilities to enable total access to .all
locations of a satellite. The HPA contains a
standardized berthing and umbilical interface
for checkout prior to satellite redeployment
(following servicing), has a fluid coupling
interface to transfer propellants, has provi-
sions for an attitude/state vector transfer for
all satellites, and provides the means to impart
a dV to a satellite to effect Orbiter separation.
Additionally, the "over-the-side" feature of
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(10-12) Aft Flight :Deck Controls &
Displays (AFD-C&D):
• RMS Control Panel
• Satellite C/O Panel
• Close Proximity Ops
Panel
(13) Maneuverable Television (MTV)
the [IPA could enable full deployment of satel-
lite appendages prior to release from the
Orbiter.
(8) Fluid Transfer System
(9) Noncontaminating Attitude
Control System (ACS)
Provisions are needed for storage and transfer
of ,propellants for satellites and the Versatile
Service Stage (which is used to deliver/
retrieve satellites beyond the nominal delivery
altitude of the Orbiter). Fluids replenishment
could involve both direct tankage/fluid replace-
ment and transfer of propellants via a special
fluid transfer system. The needs for either
approach are dependent upon more definitive
definitions of satellite(s) and propulsion stage
requirements than are presently available
Orbiter servicing of contamination-sensitive
satellites can be effected by providing a non-
contaminating ACS package in the payload bay.
The package would provide precision, long-
term attitude control without the use of the
Orbiter's Primary or Vernier reaction control
systems. Alternatively, and if acceptable, the
Orbiter could be placed into a free-drift mode.
Controls and displays will be provided in the
AFD for control of the RMS, for standardized
satellite checkout and deployment, and for
close proximity flight control of the MTV,
Versatile Service Stage, and unmanned Proxi-
mity Operations Module.
The MTV is used to remotely examine all 'satel-'
lites prior to Orbiter, retrieval, and can also be
deployed to view and record Versatile Service
Stage propulsion firings. The system is flown
by the Orbiter crew from the Aft Flight Deck,
with video and telemetry transmission back to
the Orbiter.
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(14) Proximity Operations Module
	 The Orbiter can readily rendezvous with a
(POM) - MTV Adaptation
	 satellite to within a 1000 ft distance. Un-
manned retrieval of satellites within this
1000 ft range can be accomplished by a POM-
MTV adaptation. Controlled by the crew in the
Orbiter, the POM would be dispatched to cap-
ture the satellite and return it to within the
reach distance of the RMS. It would be flown
via TV (essentially using MTV equipment) and
would effect capture via the satellite's RMS-
compatible grapple fixture. The POM has been
initially configured for retrieving satellites
with masses up to 10 000 lb. It utilizes a non-
contaminating cold gas propulsion system which
provides three axes of control during free-
flight and satellite towing operations.
(15) Proximity Operations Module
	 The Manned Version of the Proximity
(POM) - Manned Version
	 Operations Module was configured for retrieval
of large satellites ( — 30, 000 lb mass) within a
1000 ft range of the Orbiter. Our present
satellite & services user model (S/SUM), how-
ever, projects a low usage rate for this POM_
Manned Version. This suggests th 4 7 : ^ge mass
retrieval capability be designed in to the POM-
MTV adaptation to minimize the number of new
equipment developments, and to reduce user
charges by accommodating satellite retrieval
with high usage service equipment.
(16) Manned Maneuvering t7nit/
	 Adaptations of the WRU in conjunction with
Work Restraint Unit
	 the MMU serve as the backup for RMS-
(MMU/WRU)	 inoperative situations for revisit service
missions. A WRU adapted with an RMS snare
end-effector would retrieve payloads within
the local vicinity of the Orbiter and position
the payloads on the Tilt 'fable or HPA for on-
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orbit servicing. Further, a payload handling
adaptation of the WRU would transport replace-
ment equipment/ modules from the payload bay
to the work platform at the service site. To
support ha.ngups of mechanical devices in the
payload bay and situations associated with sat-
ellite appendage deployment, a WRU adapted
with a stabilizer would be deployed to allow
manual release by an EVA astronaut. The
three adaptations of the WRU (HMS snare
end-effector, payload handling, stabilizer)
referred to above, are implemented in terms of
"kits" adaptable to a single WRU carried on the
service mission.
Manned retrieval of satellites within a 1000 ft
range can also be accomplished by a POM44MU/
WRU adaptation. An astronaut would fly the
MMU/ WRU to the satellite, capture it via the
satellite's RMS-compatible grapple fixture, and
tow the satellite to within the reach distance
of the RMS. For near-term satellite retrieval
missions, the POM-MMU/WRU adaptation
appears to be the more readily available POM
approach, since most of the major hardware
elements exist or are in late stages of,develop
ment. Downstream satellite retrieval missions
would likely favor the POM-MTV adaptation.
The VSS retrieves satellites from higher energy
LEO orbits not accessible directly by the Orbi-
ter. It is equipped with a high performance
propulsion system for performing large AV
maneuvers and a clean-firing cold-gas pro-
pulsion system for close-in satellite retrieval
and Orbiter close proximity operations. The
VSS contains TV systems for satellite exami-
(17) Proximity Operations Module
(POM) - pnp U/WIlu
!adaptation
(13) Versatile Service Stage (VSS) :
* Retrieval & Rendezvous
u^p
Optional Equipment
(19) Orbital Storage
(20) Attitude Transfer Package
nation and to support remote control of the
VSS-to-satellite docking/capture operation.
Servicing of the satellite takes place on the
Orbiter. After appropriate checkout of the
satellite/VSS and refueling of the VSS, the
payload is deployed from the Orbiter; the VSS
then delivers the satellite to its operational
orbit and returns again to the Orbiter. Follow-
ing satellite capture, the VSS would return to
the Orbiter and rendezvous within about 1000
ft. The close proximity flight control to RMS
capture of the VSS/satellite is remotely con-
trolled by the Orbiter crew. On-orbit refuel-
ing of the VSS would be accommodated by an.
appropriate fluid transfer system in the Orbi-
ter payload bay. The VSS would also be de-
signed to operate with a special front-end
attachment (or "kit") to permit retrieval of
satellites known to be oscillating or tumbling
at rates higher than acceptable for docking by
the VSS. The "kit" would enable the VSS to
stabilize the "noncooperative satellite," follow
with VSS docking/ capture, and return to the
Orbiter.
Provides a means to leave the servined satellite
on-orbit for subsequent revisit/repair in the
event of a malfunction detected during servic-
ing and/or prior to redeployment which would
render the satellte non-operational.
This unit provides a means for accurately
transferring attitude reference data from the
Orbiter Nav-base to satellites requiring
accurate attitude/ position information prior to
deployment from the Orbiter.
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(21) bighting Enhancement	 Supplementary lighting or enhanced viewing
capabilities are provided for nominal and
backup EVA activities associated with revisit
servicing missions.
3.2.3 Earth Return
Figuze 3.2-32 shows the matrix of earth returr, scenarios that were considered in
the study and identifies ninety-eight scenarios as applicable. The scenarios with
numerical designations (e.g., ER-1, ER-2, etc.) are those for which Level-1
sequences-of-events have been prepared and are provided in Appendix B. The Direct
Delivery-Return class payloads cover retrieval and earth return of those satellites
directly reachable by the Orbiter. The LEO/Propulsion-Return class payloads involve
satellite retrieval from higher energy orbits followed by rendezvous with the Orbiter.
The payload classes/ categories shown are identical to those in the Revisit-Servicing
Scenarios matrix in Fig. 3.2-13, with the addition of debrit3 de-orbit and debris return
categories and the cooperative/ noncooperative satellite situations applicable to the
respective payload categories. The earth return scenarios also reflect similar nominal
and alternate cases, RMS inoperative situations, and close proximity operations as the
Revisit-Servicing Scenarios matrix.
All scenarios again include backups for hangup of mechanical devices. The ER-9
scenario is highlighted in Fig. 3.2-32 because it will be addressed further in Section
3.2.3.3 (Alternate Earth Return Scenario #1) to illustrate the approach used to identify
service equipment/usage for earth return missions.
3.2.3.1 Nominal Earth Return Scenarios No. 1 - RMS Usage
The Nominal No. 1 series of scenarios referred to in the Earth Return Scenarios
matrix (Ref: Fig. 3.2-32) represent scenarios in which the RMS is used to retrieve
payloads and then stow the spacecraft in the Orbiter payload bay. The scenarios apply
to the Direct Delivery-Return, and LEO/Propulsion-Return payload classes.
LEO/Propulsion class satellites compatible* with the Versatile Service Stage (VSS)
would be captured and returned from their operational orbit to the vicinity of the'Orbi-
ter, where the close proximity operations would be,remotely controlled by the Orbiter
crew. The VSS''s "clean burning" propulsion system would be used for these close-in
operations to bring the satellite/VSS to within the RMS reach distance to effect capture.
*capable of being docked to the VSS
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	 Fig. 3.2.32 Earth Return Service Scenarios
	
,•	 (ail scenarios include backups for hangups of mechanical devices)
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"Noncooperative" VSS-compatible satellites that are STS-compatible (e.g., outfitted with
an RMS grapple fitting) would be captured by a VSS adapted with a front-end 'licit"
capable of sufficiently stabilizing the satellite to enable VSS-to-satellite docking,
followed by return to the Orbiter/RMS capture. Debris return or deorbit situations
would be handled by another VSS front end "kit" designed to capture uncooperative/
unstable spacecraft. following capture, the VSS could impart a AV io effect a controlled.
reentry of the debris, or return/ rendezvous with the Orbiter, with the VSS being
"flown-in" by the Orbiter crew to enable RMS capture.
"Cooperative" LIDO/Propulsion class satellites, with integral stages, would return
from their operational orbit to the Orbiter's nominal orbit to enable direct retrieval/
capture by the Orbiter. "Noncooperative" LBO/Propulsion class satellites, with inte-
gral stages, would be captured by a VSS adapted with the debris retrieval front-end
'l icit. "" following capture, the satellite/VSS would rendezvous with the Orbiter to effect
RMS capture.
For contamination-sensitive payloads (excluding the VSS-compatible satellites) a
"clean burning" Proximity Operations Modulo (manned or unmanned) :rould be deployed
when the payload is within 1000 ft of the Orbiter to bring the satellite to within the RMS
reach distance.
Figure 3.2-33 shows the nominal and backup service equipment applicable to the
earth return scenarios represented by the satellite classes/rrtegories indicated. 'file
equipment complements vary considerably depending upon the type of payload being
retrieved. An MTV is deployed to examine all payloads prior to retrieval, except for the
contamination-sensitive payloads wherein a Proximity Operations Module (containing
viewing capabilities) is deployed. For large spacecraft, a Payload Installation/
Deployment Aid (PIRA) is used to position the satellite in its retention structure. A
Versatile Service Stage (VSS) is used in eight scenarios; six basic and two involving
retrieval of noncooperative nominal and contamination-sensitive satellites with integral
propulsion stages. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays, between four and seven items
of service equipment are needed to cover these earth return service scenarios.
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Fig, 3.233 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario No. 1 — RMS Usage
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Figure 3.234 presents the equipment complements for the same earth return
`.
	
	 scenarios represented by the Nominal No. 1 ease, but now the RIOS is inoperative. The
same basic equipment complements apply as in Fig. 3.2-33, but now the MMU/WRU
variations are again necessary to complete the missions. Note that a se„ cond MMU/WR
with stabilizer is also needed for all of there scenarios. Exclusive of AFO Controls/
Displays, between four and six items of service equipment are needed to cover these
earth return service scenarios.
3.2.3.2 Nominal Earth Return Scenarios No. 2 - RMS/Tilt Table Usage
The Nominal No. 2 series of scenarios referred to in the Earth Return Scenarios
matrix (Ref; Fig. 3.2-32) represents scenarios in which the RMS is used to retrieve
satellites and place them on a Tilt Table for checkout/appendage or equipment removal.
The Tilt Table is also used as a mechanism to rotate the satellite into its retention struc-
ture for return to earth. The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Return and LEO/
Propulstion-Return payload classes. The close proximity and retrieval operations asso-
ciated with the payload classes/categori.es are the same as with the Nominal Earth .Return
Scenarios No. 1 (See. 3.2.3.1).
Figure 3.2-35 shows the nominal and backup service equipment applicable to the
earth return scenarios represented by the satellite classes/ categories indicated. The
equipment complements are comparable to the Nominal No. 1 RMS usage situation (lief;
Fig. 3.2-32), but with the addition of the Tilt Table and OCP-Tilt Table Work Platform
(which is considered as a single unit of equipment). Exclusive of the AFD Controls/
Displays, between five and eight items of service equipment are needed to cover these
earth return service scenarios.
Figure 3.2-36 presents the equipment complements for the same earth return
u	 5
scenarios represented by the Nominal No. 2 case, but now with the RMS inoperative.
	
i
The same basic equipment complements apply as in Fig. 3.2-35, but now the MMU /WRU
variations are again needed to complete the missions. Note that a second MMU/ WRU with
stabilizer could also be called for, although EVA via handrails in the payload bay might
also be used for these backup retention latch hangup situations. Exclusive of AFD
Controls/Displays, between four and seven items of service equipment are needed to
cover these earth return set°vice scenarios.
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i	 Fig. 3.2.34 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary Nominal Scenario No, 1 — RMS,
Usage — RMS Inoperative
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Fig. 3.2.35 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary — Nominal Scenario No. 2 — RMS /Tilt Table Usap
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Fig. 3.236 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary Nominal Scenario No. 2
— RMS/Tilt Table Usage — RIMS Inoperative
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3.2.3, 3 Alternate Earth Return Scenarios No. 1 - RMS/f1PA Usage
The Alternate No. 1 series of scenarios referred to in the Earth Return Scenarios
matrix (Ref. 32-32) represents scenarios in which the RMS is used to retrieve payloads
and place them on a Handling & positioning Aid (HPA) for final checkout/ appendage or
equipment removal, prior to RMS stowage of the payload in the Orbiter payload bay.
The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Return, and LEO/Propulsion-Return
payload classes. The close proximity and retrieval operations associated with the pay-
Load classes/categories are again the same as with Nominal Earth Return Scenario No. 1.
(Sec. 3.2.3.1) and No. 2 (See. 3.2'.3.2). As shown in the Earth Return Scenarios
I
	
	
matrix, six Level-1 sequences-of-events were prepared (UR-3, ER-9, ER-9, ER-10,
812-11, Lit-12) to aid in surfacing equipment utilizations. The k;11-'9 scenarios will be
elaborated further to illustrate the process utilized.
Figure 3.2-37 shows the 8R-9 Level-1 earth return sequence-of-events for the
LEO/Propulsion payload class, nominal payload (MMS-type), in which a satellite is re-
trieved from its operational orbit and returned to the Orbiter by the VSS to effect RMS
capture. Service equipment needs associated with a particular event are again high-
..lighted, 	 was alt,	 "dstr, ,.0 for previous sequences-of-events c+_hartsi. The initial eventsI' ► ^v  ua vra^ a a^IGr s,c,^4v 	 for ^,....	 .,1.,.... ,.....	
----	 ---- - -- --
call  for:
• Versatile Service Stage (VSS) and its retention structure within the Orbiter
• Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and associated AFD Controls/ Displays
• Handling & Positioning Aid (HPA)
• AFD Controls /Displays for checkout of the VSS
• Maneuverable Television (MTV) to view VSS firing and to examine the VSS and
the satellite prior to "flying-in" the VSS within the RMS reach distance
• AFD Controls/ Displays for close proximity flight control of the MTV.
Subsequent operations identify:
• VSS capabilities to rendezvous/dock with the satellite
• AFD Controls/ Displays for close proximity flight control of the VSS
• Retention structure for satellite stowage
• Options to enable removal/ stowage of satellite equipment and, potentially, to
provide power to the satellite during the earth return flight
y	 ;;
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a
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• 1111A work platform for servicing the VSS prior to stowage.
backup situations identify the following equipment needs:
• MNIU/WRU with stabilizer to assist with a latch hangup during stowage of the
satellite
• MFit/1tMS to cover a latch hangup associated with the VSS
• 11PA work platform (also identified above) to assist a potential satellite
appendage hangup.
The equipment usage segment for the ER-9 scenario is shown highlighted in Fig. 3.138,
within the overall format being used to identify equipment usage for all the scenarios
applicable to this Alternate No. 1 case.
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Fig, 3,2.38 ER3 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No, 1
RMS/HPA Usage
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Figure 3.2-39 repeats the original Earth Return Scenarios matrix (Ref: Fig.
3.2-32), but highlights the strip of thirteen scenarios applicable to this RMS/HPA usage
situation.
Figure 3.2-40 summarizes the equipment utilizations for the scenarios emphasized in
Fig. 3.2-39. Shown are the nominal and backup service equipment for these thirteen
earth return scenarios. Also identified are the Level-1 sequences-of-events (ER-3,
ER-9 1 ER-10, ER-11, ER-12) that were prepared to aid in surfacing the equipment
identifications shown, and can be correlated to the scenarios ,found in Appendix B. The
equipment complements Are the same as the Nominal No. 2 RMS/Tilt Table usage situation
(lief: Fig. 3.2-35), but with the HPA replacing the Tilt Table/ 0 1,13111-Tilt `fable Work
Platform. Exclusive of the AFD Controls/ Displays, between five and eight items of
service equipment are needed to cover these earth return service scenarios.
Figure 3.2-41 presents the equipment complements for the same earth return
scenarios represented by the Alternate No. 1 case, but now with the RMS inoperative.
The same basic equipment complements apply as in Fig. 3.2-40, but now the MMU/ WRU
_variations are again needed to complete the missions, Note that a second MMU /I+IiR.0 with
stabilizer could also be called for, although FVA via handrails in the payload bay might
also be used for these backup retention latch hangup situations. Exclusive of AFp
Controls/Displays, between five and seven items of service equipment are needed to
cover these earth return service scenarios.
3.2.3.4 Alternate Earth Return Scenarios No. 2 - RMS/HPA Usage - Manned Retrieval
at 1000 ft Separation
The Alternate No. 2 series of scenarios referred to in the Earth Return Scenarios
matrix (;lief: Fig. 3.2-32) represent scenarios where the Orbiter would rendezvous
within 1000 ft of a payload. A manned Proximity Operations Module (POM) is then dis-
patched to retrieve and bring the payload within RMS reach distance. The payload is
then captured by the RMS and placed on the Handling/ Positioning Aid for fins checkout/
appendage or equipment removal prior to RMS stowage of the payload in the Orbiter
payload bay.
it
	 The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Return and LEO/Propulsion-.Return
v	 payload classes. (Only the cooperative payloads with integral propulsion are considered
since the balance of the LBO/Propulsion payload categories would be handled via
Versatile Service Stage usage which were covered in Alternate Scenarios No. 1.) The
satellite; with its integral stage, would return from its operational orbit to the Orbiters
.e
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RMS/HPA Usage
(all scenarios include backups for hangups of mechanical devices)
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Pig. 5.2.41 Earth Return Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. 1 —
RIMS/HPA Usage — RMS Inoperative
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nominal orbit to enable capture of the satellite/stage by the manned POM ar
the RMS/Orbiter.
4
j!
As shown in the Earth Return Scenarios matrix, two Level-1 sequences-of-events
were prepared (ER-5, ER--6) to aid in surfacing the equipment usage. The overall
equipment usage for the Alternate No. 2 revisit scenarios is shown in Fig. 3.2-42. The
nominal and backup service equipment is shown for the five earth return scenarios in
which manned retrieval of satellites at 1000 ft separation are applicable. Manned
retrievals would be accomplished by Proximity Operations Modules in either of two
variations: an "MMU/WRU adaptation" or by a "Manned Version." The distinction
between the two is that the POM-MMU/ WRU adaptation applies to masses in the range of
MMS-type payloads (or smaller); for larger payloads (such as AXAF or Space Telescope),
a larger POM-Manned version has been called for.
As shown in Fig. 3.2-42, the service equipment complements for these scenarios are
similar, except for the contamination-sensitive payloads which call for a noncontamina-
ting Orbiter ACS for the earth return mission and the use of the Payload Installation/
Deployment Aid (PIDA) for large payloads. Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays,
between five and seven items of service equipment are needed to cover these earth
return service scenarios.
Figure 3.2-43 presents the equipment complements for the same five Alternate No. 2
scenarios reflected in Fig, 3.2-42, but now with the RMS inoperative. Again, the MMU/
WRU adaptations appear as the contingency elements for RMS inoperative situations.
z	 ,Exclusive of AFD Controls/ Displays, five or six items of service equipment are needed to
cover these earth return service scenarios.
a
i
f
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Fig. 3.2-43 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary, Alternate Scenario No. 2 — RMS/HPA Usage
— Manned Retrieval of Satellites at 1000 Ft Separation — RMS Inoperativd
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i3.2.3.5 Alternate Ea rth Return Scenarios No. 3 - RMS/HPA Usage -- Unmanned
Retrieval at 1000 ft Separation
The Alternate No. 3 series of scenarios referred to in the Earth Return Scenarios
matrix (Ref: Fig. 3.2-32) represents scenarios where the Orbiter would rendezvous with-
in 1000 ft of a payload. An unmanned Proximity Operations Module (,POM) would then
be deployed to retrieve and bring the payload to within RMS reach distance. The pay-
load is then captured by the RMS and placed on the Handling & Positioning Aid (HPA) for
final checkout/ appendage or equipment removal, prior to RMS stowage of the payload in
the Orbiter payload bay.
The scenarios apply to the Direct Delivery-Return, and LEO/Propulsion payload
classes. (Again, only the cooperative payloads with integral propulsion are considered
herein, since the balance of the LEO/Propulsion payload categories would be handled via
Versatile Service Stage usage which were covered in Alternate Scenarios No. 1.)
The satellite, with its integral stage, would return from its operational orbit to the
Orbiter's orbit to enable capture of the satellite/stage by the unmanned POM and
retrieval by the RMS/Orbiter.
As shown in the Earth Return Scenarios matrix, the FR-7 Level-1 sequence-of-
events was prepared to aid in surfacing equipment usage. The overall equipment usage
for the Alternate No. 3 scenarios is shown in Fig. 3.2-44. The nominal and backup
service equipment is shown for the five earth return scenarios in which unmanned re-
trieval of satellites at 1000 ft separation are applicable. Retrievals are accomplished by
a Proximity Operations Module-MTV adaptation capable of handling the spectrum of
satellite masses projected in our Satellite and Services User Model (S/SUM) . Service
equipment complements are almost identical to the manned retrieval scenarios (Fig.
	
f.
3.2-42), but with the addition of an Aft Flight Deck Control/Display for close proximity
flight control (remote) of the POM by the Orbiter crew. Exclusive of AFD Controls/
	
J,,it
 
Displays, six or seven items of service equipment are needed to cover these earth return
r
servicing scenarios.
Figure 3.2-45 presents the equipment needs for the same five Alternate No. 3
scenarios reflected in Fig. 3.2-44, but now with the RMS-inoperative. Again, the
MMU/WRU adaptations appear as the contingency elements for RMS-inoperative situa-
tions. Exclusive of AFD Controls/Displays, between five and six items of service
	 j
r.
equipment are needed to cover these earth return servicing scenarios.
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Fig. 3.2.44 Earth Return — Equipment Utilization Summary — Alternate Scenario No. 3 — RMS/HPA
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3.2.3.6 Summary of Earth Return Service Equipment and Usage
Figure 3.2-46 consolidates the equipment utilization summaries that apply to the 98
scenarios considered in the Earth Return Scenarios matrix. A total of 19 service equip-
ment needs (18 nominal, one optional) have been identified to cover the earth return
scenarios in Fig. 3.2-32. This equipment would be carried in the satellite services
inventory to cover both planned and contingency situations. The service equipment
needs identified for the earth return service missions follow:
Nominal Equipment Needs
(1) Retention Structure	 Satellite retention for earth return would
merely duplicate the form of retention used for
initial launch in the Orbiter.
i^
(2) Special Retention Structure
(3) Equipment Storage
(4) Remote Manipulator
Sys, tem (RMS)
Earth return of satellites previously launched
by unmanned launch vehicles will require
unique retention structures duplicating the
original launch vehicle's support interface.
Special structures would also be required to
support earth return of pieces or elements of
satellite debris.
Stowage of spacecraft elements, such as equip-
ment or appendages, may be ieeded to enable the
satellite's support in ii .A retention structure
(e.g., nonretractable appendages). In these
cases, it would be expected that these stowage
provisions will be provided in the basic
retention structure for the satellite as part of
"special hardware" for earth return.
The RMS retrieves payloads when within the
reach-distance of the RMS arm and is used to
place the payloads in their retention struc-
tures within the, payload bay. The RMS is also
used to deploy the Maneuverable Television to
examine payloads before retrieval and supports
EVA operations with the Manipulator Foot
Restraint unit.
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t(5) 'Tilt Table and Open Cherry
Picker (OCP) Tilt Table
Work Platform
(6) Manipulator Foot Restraint
(MFR)/RMS
(7) Maneuverable Television (MTV)
x
(8) Payload Installation and
Deployment Aid (PIDA)
(9) Handling and Positioning
Aid (HPA)
M
(10) Noncontaminating Attitude
Control System (ACS)
For those satellites that utilize the FSS Cradle
A t
 Tilt Table (or equivalent) for initial launch,
and the Tilt Table/OCP Work Platform for on-
orbit servicing, the same hardware could be
provided to enable checkout/ equipment or
appendage removal prior to earth return.
Additionally, the Tilt Table could also serve as
an element of the satellite's retention
structure.
The MFR /RMS serves as a backup for potential
hangups of mechanical devices in the payl gad
bay for earth return missions and hangup
situations associated with satellite
appendages.
As in the revisit-servicing missions, the MTV
is used to remotely examine all satellites prior
to Orbiter retrieval and can be deployed to
view and record Versatile Service Stage
firings. L he system is flown by the Orbiter
crew from the Aft Flight Deck.
Enables re-installation into the payload bay
of very large size/mass payloads (e.g., 15 ft
diameter and 65,000 lb) that are "tight" in
terms of the 3.0 inch Orbiter clearan,,e
envelope.
The HPA, with its standardized b+,;rthing and
umbilical interface, supports the deployment
of the Versatile Service Stage, and also enables
checkout/ equipment or appendage removal from
a satellite prior to earth return.
Orbiter retrieval of contamination-sensitive
satellites could be supported by providing a
noncontaminating ACS package in the payload
bay or, alternatively, by placing the Orbiter,
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Into n free-drift mode during satellite capture
operations.
Controls and displays will be provided in the
AFD for control of the RMS, for checkout of
the satellite prior to earth return, and for
close proximity flight control of the MTV,
Versatile Service Stage, and the unmanned
Proximity Operations Module.
Adaptations of the WRU in conjunction with
the MMU again serve as the backup for RMS
inoperative situations for earth return service
missions. 71 wo "kit" adaptations apply for
these missions: (1) an RMS snare end-
effector to enable payload retrieval, and (2) a
stabilizer to allow for manual assist (by an
"astronaut) of mechanical hanauos in the uav-
load bay area.
Retrieval of spacecraft within 1000 ft of the
Orbiter would be accomplished by Proximity
Operations Modules in the same manner as
previously described for the revisit-service
missions.
The VSS is again used to retrieve satellites
from higher energy orbits not directly acces-
sible by the Orbiter. In addition to the capa-
bilities needed for revisit-service missions,
the earth return service missions call for
debris retrieval and controlled debris de-orbit.
The VSS would be a6-ipted with a special
front-end "kit" designed to capture uncoopera-
tive/unstable spacecraft. Following capture,
the VSS could impart a AV to effect controlled
reentry of the debris, or return and rendez-
vous with the Orbiter.
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(11-13) Aft blight Deck Controls
Displays (AP D-C&D) :
• RMS Control Panel
• Satellite 010 Panel
• Close Proximity Ops
Panel
(14) Manned Maneuvering Unit/
Work Restraint Unit
(MMU/WRU)
(15) Proximity Ops Module
(POM)-MMU/WRU Adaptation
(16) Proximity Ops Modulo
(POM)-Manned Version
(17) Proximity Ops Module
(POM)-MTV Adaptation
(18) Versatile Service Stage (VSS)
• Rendezvous/ Retrieval
Capability
• Non-cooperative
Satellite Retrieval
Capability
• Debris Capture
Capability F
Optional Equipment
(19) Lighting 13,11111111coment Supplementary lighting or onhanced viewing
capabilitios are provided for nominal and
bacicup IVA activities associated with earth
return service missions.
3.2.4 Orbital Storage
The orbital storage mode provides the satellite user with the option to leave the
spacecraft on-orbit for subsequent rovisit/repair in the event of a malfunction detected
prior to deployment that would Categorize the satellite non-operationul, Orbital stor-
age negates the need for carrying backup spares, etc. (incurring added user charges),
and eliminates the necessity for returning a satellite to earth for repair and suf)soquent
relaunch (also additional user charges).
Scenarios for four orbital storage options have been developed (Ref Fig. 3.2-47)
and are provided in Appendix 13. The scenarios indicate that the operations involved, to
completely envelop a satellite with an enclosure, tiro slightly different depending; upon
whether a satellite is greater or lass than 15 ft .long.
PAYLOAD CLASS &
CATEGORY
ORBITAL STORAGE OPTION
SAT, < 15 ft LONG SAT, > 15 ft LONG
SCENARIO
• NOMINAL OS-1 OS-3
(RMS/HPA USAGE.)
• RMS INOPERATIVE OS-2 OS-4
R41'0141.035(1')
01.41+344f^
Fig. 3,2.47 Otbital Storage Options
Satellites longer than 15 ft must be lifted off the HPA and supported by the HPA
work ,platform while the enclosure is fitted over the satellite. 'ro effect this operation
the HPA work platform would be adapted with an RMS end-effector to enable the pl atform
to support the satellite via its grapple fixture.
c
In contrast, satellites less than 15 ft long can be fitted with the enclosure while
remaining attached to the HPA.. The scenarios in Appendix l3 contain additional details
	
	 rf
relating to the on-orbit operations associated with effecting the orbital storage mode.
)
i
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3.3 SERVICE HQUIPNI NT - SUMMARY
Vigure 3.3-1 summarizes the service equipment needs identified for the major
mission events; initial launola, revisit, and earth return, as reflected in tl;a 180
on-orbit operations scenarios considered. herein. The service equipment needs and their
rebated equipment categories tare;
I3QUIPMENT CATEGORY
Support Structure
On-Orbit Xquipment
Free-Flight  Systems
Optional l3quipment
Advanced Capabilities
'fools
IDENTIVIRD SI IMCH EQUIPMENT NEEDS
2
1
10
4
2
1
Total	 34
Primary (solid bullet) and backup equipment (open mullet) is shown; bullets with
connecting lines refer to equipment needs that could be satisfied. by single units of
service hardware. Clearly, many service equipment needs appear on more than one
major mission event.
V%Ure 3.3-2 indicates the status of the equipment identified and notes
equipment which exists, is under development, or has been newly identified. Bach item
of hardware under development and the new equipment identified is referenced to the
service equipment requirements sleets that :follow.
t,
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EQUIPMENT CATEGORY MISSION EVENT
INITIAL EARTH
LAUNCH REVISIT RETURN
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
• RETENTION STRUCTURE
• SPECIAL RL,rENTION STRUCTURE 0
ON-ORBIT EQUIPMENT
• REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS) 0 A •
•	 TILT TABLE (FSS, IUS, PAM-A) A
• OPEN CHERRY	 TILT TABLE WORK PLATFORM(PICKER (OCP)
	 OCP/9MS
• MANIPULATOR FOOT RESTRAINT/I R MS O O
• PAYLOAD INSTALLATION/DEPLOYMENT AID MOM I 0
•	 HANDLING & POSITIONING AID (HPA) 0 • 0
• SPIN TABLE (PAM•A, PAMO •
CQUIPMENT STORAGE	 ON,ORBI'T SUPPORTEARTH RETURN
i
• FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM •
• NON-CONTAMINATING ACS 0
W/RMS CONTROL ! A 0
• AFD.CON T R/DISPL	 W/STD SATELL C/0 w w •
W/CLOSE PROX CONTR
FREE FLIGHT SYSTEMS
• MANEUVERABLE TELEV ISION (MTV) 0 h •
• PROXIMITY OPS MODULE • MTV ADAPTATION 0 0
e PROXIMITYOPSMODULE - MANNEDVERSION 0
WEND EFFECTOR
•	 MAN, MANEUV UNITIWK
	
W/STABILIZER
Q
RESTRAINT UNIT (MMU/WRU) 	 W/PAYLOAD HANDLING
PROXIMITY OPS MODULE ar► 0
W/DELIVERY, RETRIEVAL r
•	 VERSATILE SERVICE	 RENDEZ, DOCKING
STAGE (VSS)
	
WIEND EFFECTOR KIT
W/DEBRIS CAPTURE KIT
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
•	 SUN SHIFLD •
• ORUITALSTORAGS * S
• ATTITUDE TRANSFER PKG
•	 LIGHTING ENHANCEMENT 0
ADVANCED CAPABILITIES
• DEXTEROUS MANIPULATORS{ W/HPA
l ® 0 +
TOOLS
• HANDLING/EQUIPMENT REMOVAL 0 0 3I(
3.4 8BRVICi EQUIPMENT ItHQUIRI,MENTS
Requirements for cacti item of equipment identified in Fig. 3,3-2 are contained
herein. A sketch of the concept for each item is included, and tables list the require-
ments for tine equipment and tine interface requirements imposed on the spacecraft and
ere %v.
SERVICE EQUIPMENT STATUS
Support Structure
Retention structurq Existing (MMS FSS, trunnion fittinos)/Nawintegral, Fig, 3.4.1&2
Special retention structure Now, Flo, 3.4 .3&4
On-Orbit Equipment
Equipment stowage-on orbit support Now, Fig, 3.4 , 60
Equipment stowago-oarth return Now, Fig, 3.4.7&8
Tilt table Existing, (FSS, IUS, PAM-A) standard hardware Fig. 3.4.9&10
OCP/RMS Development hardware, Fig, 3,4,11&12
OCP/tilt table work platform Now, Fig, 3,4 •,13&14
MFR/RMS Development hardware, Fig, 3.4.16&16
Spin table Existlno, (PAM-A, PAM-D) standard hardware Fla. 3.4.17&18
PIDA Development hardware, Fig, 3.4.19&20
Handling & Positioning Aid Now (concept study) Fig. 3.4 . 21 &22
Fluid tr°nsfer eystem New, Fig, 3.4 = 23&24
Non •contaminating ACS Now, Fig. 3,4.26&26
RMS Existing, STS standard equipment Fig, 3,4.27&28
AFD controls & displays -- RMS control Existing, STS standard hardware Fig, 3,4.29&30
AFD controls — standard sat, checkout Now, Flo, 3.4 . 31 &32
AFD controls — close proximity flight control Now, Fig. 3.4.33&34
Free Flight Systems
MMU Existing, STS standard hardware, Fi g, 3,4.36&36
MMU/WRU -- and of factor Now, Fig. 3.4 •37&38
-- stabilizer Now, Fig, 3,4.39&40
— payload handling Now, Flo, 3.4.41 &42
Proximity Ops Modulo New, Fig. 3.4.43&44
Proximity Ops Modulo .- Manned Version Now, Fig, 3,4.46&46
MTV Development hardware Fla, 3,4.47&48
Proximity OPS Modulo — MTV ,Adaptation Now, Fig, 3,4.49&60
VSS - delivery, retrieval, rendezvous & docking Now, (Concept Study) Fla, 3,4 --61 &62
and effector kit New, Fig, 3.4 , 63&54
debris capture kit Now, Fig, 3,4.65&56
Optional
Sun shield Now, Fig. 3.4.67&68
Orbital storage Now, Fig, 3.4 - 69&60
Attitude transfer package Now, FIa.3.4.61&62
Lighting enhancement Now, Fig, 3.4 -63&64
Advanced Capabilities
Dexterous manipulator/RMS New, Fig. 3.4.66&66
Dexterous manipulator/HPA Now, Fig, 3.4.67&68
Tools
MMS handling tool
0181.049D
Rol-0181R057(T)
Now, Fig, 3,4.69&70
Fig. 3,3.2 Service Equipment Status
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; Retention Structuro
FUNCTION; Stowage of spacecraft in the Orbiter cargo bay during launch & earth return
SUPPonT EQUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide structural support and	 • Structural attachment fittings to S/C	 • AFD controls & displays required
mechanical attachment of the
	
retention structure or trunnlons for	 for power, command signals, data
S/C to the Orbiter cargo bay 	 orbiter fittings	 and S/C release latches
• Provide a standardized satellito	 • Electrical power connection to S/C
Interface to enable power, 	 retention structure or Orbiter as
command signals and data	 applicable
from the S/C
• Command & data si gnal interface
• Provide mechanism to roloasa	 to orbiter
and latch the S/C to the
S/C retention structure as
applicable
• Provide a backup manual	 • EVA copabllitNs for
release and latch to the S/C 	 manual release or lock
retention mechanism;
	
of retention latches
following release the
mechanism should maintain
the satellite In a "c000d"
condition to enable RMS
attachment for deployment
• Provida AFD controls &
displays for the S/C power,
command signalt, data and
latching mechanism
'0181.058(T)
Fig. 3.4.1 Retention Structure Requirements
INTEGRAL NFW
_	 FSS	 EXISTING
• FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM (FSS)
	
\	 l
ADAPTABLE TO
MMS-TYPE PAYLOADS
• INTEGRAL
BUILT INTO SATELLITE
• PALLET MOUNTED (NOT SHOWN) 1
f	 COMPATIBLE WITH SMALLSORTIE-TYPE PAYLOADS
R81.0101.059(T)
Fig. 3.4.2 Retention Structures
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS.
 Special Retention Structurn
FUNCTION: To provide cargo boy stowage for Inactive satellites & space debris
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	
I	 SPACEcnAFT INTERFACES 	 cnew INTERFACES
Control of RMS and offortor
Control of SIC & debris securing
equipment
• Provlda moans of grappling	 a Nero
inactive satellites (attachment
of RMO grapple flxturo)
Provide mounting and/or tia
down support for the satellite
In the Orbiter cargo tray.
Mounting to match original
launch vehicle interface
nal-0161 .060(Tj
0181+0610
Fig. 3.4.3 Spacial Retention Structuru Requirements
a	 (	 ^
0000
k
Re1.0101.061(T)
0181.077D
f k
Fig, 3.4•4 Concept for "Special" Retention Structure
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Equipment Stowage - On Orbit support
FUNCTION: Arbiter cargo boy stowage of now replacement S/O nE UIPmant fur servicing
revisits and earth return of used S/C equipment
SUPPORT EOUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTCI3FACES
	
CREVI INTERFACES
• Provide structural support 	 None	 Crow visibility & operation
and mochnnical attachment 	 of equipment release & stowsgo
of SIC equipment In the	 actuators via EVA
Orbiter cargo bay
i'
• Provide mechanism to permit
EVA release & latching of
tho S/C equipment
rle1.e101-0e2(7)
0101•002D	 Fig, 3,4.6 Requirements for Equipment Stowago . On Orbit Support
i
r
DEPLOYED J
POSITION O
CANISTER
EXIST
 
PID
ACTUATIO
SYSTEM
5HUTTLk
S IDE SWING
REMOVE & REPLACE
MODULES WITH
FORE & AFT OR
IN PLnNE ,:"rO' TWIM
CA GO
DOOR
OPEN
t /
J-4--...,,,,,,DEPLOYED POSITION
OF CANISTER
+ ^1	 TELESCOPING
—
ELEC SCREW JACK
LITTLE
ELEVATOR
r
l
1
{
,f
I
=1
Jr
.NEW
DIRECTION OF MOTI
TO REMOVE OR
REPLACE MODULES
UTTLE
nax•oiax•oes(T) 	 ROTARY (CAROUSEL)
Ol al-0700
Fig, 3.4.6 Concepts for Equipment Stowage — On Orbit Support
7
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; Equipment Stowage —Earth Return
FUNCTION: Orbiter cargo fray stowage, of equipment removed from debris - spacecraft for earth return
SU prarfT hnulp f ONi°	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 enow INTBRFACC-$
• Provide structural support and
	
Nona	 Crow visibility & operation
mechanical attachment of 6/0
	 of equipment stowooe
components to S/C flight 	 actuators via EVA
support equipment In the
cargo bay
o Provide mechanism to permit
EVA operation of equipment
retention structures
nOl-0101•064 ( T)
0183•053D
	 Pig, 3,4.7 Requirements for Equipment Stowage • Earth Return
oioi•o77D
Fig. 3.4.8 Equipment Stowage — Earth Return Concept
TILT TABLE
STRUCTURI
i
i1$1.0101.007(T)
010131St
	
1	 Fig. 3.4 .10 Tilt Tablas (MMS • FSS Adaptation)
PIT
	
.'	 3-8J
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; Tilt Table
FUNCTION: To rotato spacecraft out ol, and Into the payload bay for deployment, retrieval & positioning
spacecraft for servicing
SUPPORT ECUiPMSNT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CREW INTERFACES
9 Provide support for sgacecMIt In the	 + Standardized berthinginterface that	 AFD control of tilt table
Orbiter cargo boy during launch,	 Is compatible with the tilt table, 	 positioning
orbital operations and landing	 This includos mochan taol, oloctrical
powor, and signal In,arfecos
e Provide standardized latches for space•
craft release and berthing operations
Provide standardized signal and power
interfaces with the 6/0
e Rotato spacecraft rr 000 out of the
cargo bay and provide t he capability
of Intermodleta positioning
• Provide 3600 roll capability for S/C
access
AFD controls & displays rociulred
for tilt table operation
-	 rta l •ololoee(T)
nlnl.airto
CRADLE A'
ee. 9 A_6 Tsf. Tj%kin Rnn" I rmmants
SERVICE !EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Open Cherry Picker/RMS
r:UNCTiONt To transport EVA, astronaut & equipment, & provide a stable work platform for on-orbit servicing
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 (	 CREW INTERFACES
J3
• Provide a platform mounted on
the and of the RMS to support on
EVA crewman
• Provide a grapple fixture on the
OCP that is compatible with the
RMS snare and effector
• Provide stowa ge for S/C
equipment & tools
• Provide attachment for EMU
boots on a rotating (360°) foot
platform
• Provide a payload handling
device to support S/C replace-
able components and permit
astronaut oxhango of
components
• An articulating stabilizer attached
to the OCP base shall permit a rigld
connection to be established
betwaon the OCP and work
structure. The free end of
the stabilizer shall have a
grapple to permit attachment
to S/C or Orbiter hard points,
• Hardline communications shall
be provided between the EVA
OCP operator & AFD
• Controls& displays shall be
provided on the OCP to permit
EVA astronaut control of the
stabilizer & RMS for maneu
voring and positioning the OCP
• Replaceable components shall be	 • EMU support
EVA compatible
• S/C equipment & tools shall
be EVA compatible
• Controls & displays shall be
EVA compatible
u Lights shall be provided for
work site illumination
• Provide for OCP remote
release and stowage In the
Orbiter cargo bay
• Provide Orbiter AF  selection
of control for OCP operator
and control of OCP release
& stowage
R81.0181.070ro
0181.316D
Fig, 3,411 Open Cherry Picker/Remote Manipulator System (OCP/RMS) Req jirements
h
f
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Rfl1.0181-071(T)
0181.3170
Fig. 3.412 Open Cherry Picker Concept
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREiVIENTS: OCP/Tilt Table Work Platform
FUNCTION: To provide a work platform for EVA servicing of tilt table mounted spacecraft
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 I SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide OCRI EMU support restraint	 Nona	 • EMU support rt on work lotform
system; Include tools & equipment
stowago provisions and work lights
• Provide access to spacecraft by sup.
porting the OCP with a boons the!
permits 1 to 3m variation In
radial position from the tilt table
cantor, and oajustablo vortical
position from the SIC to tilt table
Interface up to 10m
• Provide controls & displays to par•
mit the EVA astroworkar to adjust
the position of the OCP to the
work site. The OCP shall move
with the tilt table
• Provide stowage for the OCP on
the tilt table & mochanism for
automatic deployment
11e1-0101,060(T)
nini.nrnn
Pig. 3,413 Requirements for OCP/Tilt Table Work Platform
LAND SAY
FLT SUPPT SYS
CRADLE A'
BERTHING /POSITIONING
PLATFORM
EXTENDABLE
BOOM
R81.0181.069(`T')
Fin. 3.4.14 Content for Cnan Charry Picknr—Tilt Tahle Wnrk Platform
• Controls & displays required to
position OCP
• Tool & equipment otowago
• OCP doploymont operations
ORIGINAL PAGE IG
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Manipulator Foot Rostraint/RMS
FUNCTION: To transport EVA astronaut & provide a stable work platform for backup situations in the
payload bay
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES 	 I	 CREW INTERFACES
.	 L
• Provide a p latform mounted on
the and of the RMS to support an
EVA crewman
• Provide a grapple fixturo on the
MFR that is com patible with the
RMS snare end effector
• Provide stowage for tools
a Replaceable equipment shall he
EN IA compatible
EMU support
• S/C equipment & tools shall be
EVA compatible
• Provide attachment for EMU boots
on a rotating (360°) font platform
• Provide for MFR remote release
& stowage In the Orbiter cargo
bay
• Provide Orbt -r AF,D control of
MFR release & stowage
n81.0181.072(T)
Fig. 3.4.16 Manipulator Foot Rostraint/Romote Manipulator Sy stem (MFR/RMS) Requirements
TOOL BIN &
HAND HOLD
ROTATING
FOOT RESTRAINT
I	 FOOT RESTRAINT
RMS	 ASSEMBLY
R81-0181.073(T)
Fig. 3.4.16 Manipulator Foot Restraint Concept
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Spin Table
FUNCTION: To spin-up spacecraft And impart sap8rati0,1 AV
	SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
	
• Provide support for spacecraft 	 None
In the Orbiter cargo bay during
launch and orbital operations
• Provide ratontion/raleaso
mechanism for SRM/payload
separation from the Orbiter,
• Provide signal and power
Interfaces to the SRM/payload
• Rotate spacecraft g0° out of
the cargo bay if required(ref PAM A)
• Provide separation AV of up
to 6 ft/soc
• AFD controls & displays
required for spin table
oporation/payload release
R81.0181.074(T)
nint.a51nn
Fig, 3,4.17 Spin Table Requirements
CREWINTERFACES
• AFD control of spin table
operations
EXISTING
R81.0181.075(T)
Fig. 3.4. 18 Spin Table — PAM A, PAM D Solid Rocket Stage Adaptations
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; Payload installation and Deployment Aid
FUNCTION; To move large, honvy payloads out of And Into the Orbiter cargo bay
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 	 I	 SPACECfiAF'T INTERFACES I	 CREW INTERFACES
• Accommodate deployment &
stowage of puyloods up to 4,0 m
din x 18,3 in long & 280 kN
• Move payloads without exceeding
cargo bay 76 mm (3,0 Itch)
clearance envelope
• Design to stow under closed
doors with large payload In
Cargo bay
• Provide moans of positioning
PIDA to deploy and receive
payload
• Provide Tina of sight release &
docking mechanism outside of
cargo bay
• Provide energy absorption at
docking interface
• AFD displays and controls
required for payload release
and capture
R81.0181.076(T)
0181.3220
• Passive docking Interfaces to	 • Operate PIDA controls In AFD
n,ato with PIDA
Fig, 3.4.19 Requirements for Payload installation and Doploymant Aid (PIDA)
AFT PIDA ASSY
FWD PIDA ASSY
PAYLOAD'
PASSIVE DOCKING
INTERFACE
ACTIVE DOCKING
INTERFACE
	 -,
REMO'T'E
MANIPULATOR
SYSTEM
R81.0181.077(T)
0181-323D
Fig. 3.4.20 Concept for Payload Installation and Deployment Aid (PIDA)
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Handling & Positioning Aid
FUNCTION: To provide a standard fixture to support S/C during on-orbit servicing
SUPPORT COUIPMENT SPACECnAFT INTEnFACES
• Provide a standard structural Standardized barthing Interface
attachment (HPA) of S/C compatible with tits HPA. This
during orbital servicing that includes machunical, electrical power,
is completely clear of the signal and fluid Inturfaces
cargo bay
• Provide a standard location
In the Orbiter cargo bay for
the IIPA
• Provide nenns of rotating and
tilting the S/C to fncilitnte ac.
cuss and deployment of S/C
appendages
• Provide r, standard umbilical
for power, command signals
to, and data from the S/C
• Provide a standard fluid
connector interface to
unable S/C rafuoling
• Provide the active half of a t
S/C borthing mechanism
• Provido a mechanism to Impart
separation velocity of at least
I ft/sac to spacecraft
• Provide an oxtondable boom
mounted on the HPA with
an OCP and work platform
for EVA crow servicing
operations
• Provide for transfer of attitude
& state vector Information to
S/C prior to deployment
• Provide a spin tablo capable of
launching satellites
• Provide AFD controls &
displays required for
maneuvering the HPA and
positioning the work
platform
no-0101.080(?)
CnEWINTERFACES 	 I
• AFD controls & displays
required for maneuvering the
HPA & positioning work
platform
• WU support on work
platform
Fig, 3.4 .21 Handling & Positioning Aid (HPA) Requirements
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Rai-0181.001(r)
Fitt.. 3.4 .22 Handling & positioning Aid Concopt
j
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Fluid Transfer System
FUNCTION, To provide for the replenishment of S/C propulsion propellants and satellite fluid
expendables
SUPPORT
• Provide aqufpmont
to rentotaly raplonish
S/C propulsion and
fluid subsystems
• Provide a standard fluid
connector to interface
with the HPA to enable
fluid transfer to the
HPA — spacecraft
interface,
• Provide fluid storage
tonk(s) in the Orbiter
cargo bay, a means of
mating fluid connections
to the HPA & a pressure
source to affect fluid
transfer
• All connections to the
HPA, to affect fluid
transfer, shalt be made/
chpckod•out on the
ground prior to launch
• Design fluid transfer
systurn to accommodatot
— Hypergolic propellants
— Fluids , xenon, propane,
carbon dioxide, argon
— Solid cryoganic:
methane ammonia,
neon, nitrogen,
helium, carbon
dioxide
R81.0181.082(T)
SPACECRAFTINTERFACES
• Provide mating connections for fluid
repionishntont compatible with HPA
• Provide redundant shut off valves
to isolate fluid connections
CREW iNTERFACE$
• Control of propellent.
transfer operation
Fig. 3.4.23 Fluid Transfer System Requirements
'' i
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NEW
Rai•9181.063(T)
F
	 Fig. 3,424 Fluid Transfer Concept
G
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS., Non•contaminatin0 ACS
FUNCTION; To provide Orbiter attitude control whon RCS operation would be detrimental to
contamination-sensitive , S/C
supponT EOUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES 	 CREW INTERFACES
Provide cargo ba y mounted	 None	 • Activate non•contaminatloo
attitude control system that	 ACS
utilizes minimum cargo bay length
• Design approach shall not
contaminate S/C during
servicing or retrieval oper-
ations
• Dead bend design point i0,01'/axis
& a stability rate of i 0,010/sec/axis
• The control system shall stabilize
the Orbiter for 5 hr/misslon
• Provide controls to deploy and
activate ACS as applicable
0101.087D
Ral-0101.084(T)
F ISH. 5.4 .26 Requirements for Non•Contaminating ACS
DEPLOYED COLD GAS
THRUSTERS/N 2 PROPELLANT
iECISiON LONG DURATION CONTROL WITH MINIMUM PLUME
PINGEMENT EFFECTS & NO CONTAMINATION
9020
l81.080(T)
Fig. 3.4.26 Concept for Non-Contaminating Attitude Control System
x
-^h
k
SNARE
END EFFECTOR
Fig, 3,4.28 Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
. 	 I
Rai-0181.079(T)
RMS	 ^`?
• PAYLOAD HANDLING CAPABILITY; 66,000 LB
• POSITIONING ACCURACY: 2 INCHES ± 10
WITHIN REACH ENVELOPE
a
• PAYLOAD RELEASE: t60ATTITUDE
5:0,0160/SEC
RELATIVE	 o 1
STANDARD ELEMENT
3-101
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Remote Manipulator Cystam
FUNCTION: To deploy spacecraft from the cargo bay, retrieve free flyin g spacecraft, then barth them on
support structure
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 I	 CREW INTERFACES
• Operation of the RMS controls
In the AFD
+ Provide moons of grasping S/C
located anywhere in the
Orbiter cargo boy
• Remove S/C up to 60,000 lb from
the cargo bay and orient them for
release
• Provide moons of Imparting a
separation velocity to 6/0 and
releasing them on command
• Grapple free flying 8/0 up to
32,000 lb and manuever (hem to
a berthing fixture In the cargo
boy
is Provide a standardized snare and
of factor for g rappling operations
• Provide controls & displays;
cargo boy visibility to permit AFD
crew operation of the RMS
• Provide structural support for the
RMS during Orbiter launch and
landing and when not In use
during orbital operations
Rel•0181-070(T)
• Provide mountlno for a grapple fixture
located close to the S/C canter of
gravity
Fig. 3,9.27 Remote Manipulator System Requirements
L ^^-
AFT WINDOW FOR
`_-	 RMS OPERATOR
PANEL A8, RMS C & D
C&D
PANEL
CCTV MONITORS
TRANSLATIONAL
HAND CONTROLLEn(THC) \
'a
i
;i
1^	 3
r	 ^
Fig. 3.430 RMS Operator Station
EXISTING	 r.7^^T°^
a
PANEL A7
CCTV CAMERA CONTROL
	 c' J
AND EXTERNAL LIGHT
CONTROLS
0181.3270
1181-0181-087M
a ROTATIONAL
HAND CONTROLLER
(RHC)
(Includes manual
capturo/releaso,
rate hold and
vernier rate select)
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS., AFD Controls/mis plays ® RMS Control
FUNCTION: To provide controls and displays required for RMS operation
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
	
CREWINTERFACES
e Provide switches to activate RMS 	 Nona	 • Operations of the RMS from tite
Orbiter AFD
Provide hand controllers for RMS
ttinsiation and attitude excursions
i Provide direct, "out the window"
view of tine cargo bay .tree for the
RMS operators
* Provide CCTV for RMS operation
when direct view obscured
o Provide RMS tip positional
Information
• Provide C & W to alert the
operator to conditions that
could damage the RMS
o Provide different control mode
referenros (og, cargo bay, end
of factor) to assist operator In
maneuvering RMS
s Provldo controls to operateI
comora, lights, and snore and
effector
0181.3200
R81-0181.086M
Fig, 3,429 Raquirotrlonts for AFD Controls /Displays -- RMS Control
a	
C^
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: AFD Controls/Displays — Standardized Satellito Checkout
FUNCTION: To provldc standardized checkout of spacecraft prior to deployment
	
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 SPACECRAPT INTERFACES	 MW I NTERFACES
	
• Provide a standardizad APO
	 • Accept Interrogation signals & provide 	 • Operation of controls & Inter•
	
control console to checkout
	
respome	 prototlon of data
spacecraft prior to deployment
o Provide appropriate displays to
vartfy spacecraft status
• Provide controls/displays to de-
ploy spacec raft from the NPA
nea•c1ai•0as(T)
Flo, 3,4-39 Requiramcnts for AFD Controls /Displays — Standardized Satellite Checkout
RMS CONTROLS
& DISPLAYS
(EXISTING)
STAN DA RDIZE D
SATELLITE
CHECKOUT
.^ jwy^^ `,^
	 NEB
O	 ^
AFT FLIGHT DECK
VIEW LOOKING AFT
l;at•oiei-000lT)
Flo, 3,4,3;1 Potential Locations of Aft Flight Dock (AFD) Standardized
Satellite Checkout Control Panel
3-x03
RMS CONTROLS
& DISPLAYS
(EXISTING)
MITY SATELLITE
'ROL
AFT FLIGHT DECK
ViEW LOOKING AFT
z
P	 l
r
s
a
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1
x
z
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIR8MENTS: AFD Controls /Displays —Close Proximity Flight t",ontrol
FUNCTION: To provide AFD controls & displays for flight control of spacocraft in close proximity to the Orbiter
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES 	 1REW INTERFACES
• Provide a control panel to be 	 o Accept control signals & provide S/C
	
Operation of controls & Interpret•
used for close proximity flight 	 positional data	 atlon of displayed data
control of free flying space-
craft to bring thorn within the
RMS reach distance for capture
• Provide spacecraft position,
range & range rate displays
• Provide controllers for rotation
& translation control of the
spacecraft
0181.059D
R81.0181 .090 (T)
Fig, 3,433 Requirements for AFD Controls/Displays — Close Proximity Flight Control
j
i
0181.0830
R81.0181-091(T)
Fig. 3.434 Potential Locations of Aft Flight Dock (AFD) Clos p Proximity Flight Control Panel
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU)
FUNCTION; Free flyer to transport one EVA crew & equipment to worksite
	
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide a self contained propulsion
	
• Replaceable components shall be
	 • Operation of MMU controls during
	
unit that attaches to an astronaut 	 compatible with EMU/EVA
	
maneuvers
operation:
• Provide cold gas propulsion to permit
rotation & translation in any direction
• MMU hover capability shall be provided
• Provide hand controllers, one for
rotation the other g ar translation, con-
venient for use during EVA
• A clear work zone must be provided
In front of the astronaut
e Provide attachment interface
for a Work Restraint Unit (WRU)
o Support structure & associated release
mechanism sha!1')a provided for the
MMU in the Orbiter cargo bay
	
I • An MMU recharge/roplonishmant
	 I
station Is required in the cargo bay
R81-0101.092(7)
0181-328D
Fig. 3,4.35 Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) Requirements
—1 
"" '>TERS (24)
R81-0181 .093.( 1-)
Fig. 3.4.36 Manned Maneuverin g Unit (MMU)
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: MMU/WRU — End Effector Adaptation
FUNCTION: To grapple and deploy spacecraft with the MMU/WRU during RMS — inoperative situations
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT SPACECRAFT INTERFACES CREW INTERFACES
•	 Provide a snore end of factor •	 Install on RMS compatible grapple •	 Operation of MMU flight controls
mounted on an extendable boom fixture, at the S/C cg, accessible to
an and effector •	 Operation of snoro and effector/
•	 Attach the end•offoctor assembly boom
to the WRU In front of the crew-
man, convenient to line-of•sight 	 .
•	 Provide lighting, alignment &
distance cues for the operator
•	 Provide EVA compatible Controls
& Displays for operation of the
snare and affoctor/boom
•	 Make provisions for MMU/WRU
stowage in the payload bay
R81.0181.094(7)
0181.060D
Fig. 3,437 Requirements for MMU/WRU — End Effector Adaptation
BATTERY	 ,	 -^.	 6 IN. HT ADJUSTMENT
f  f
R81-0181-095(T)
MODIFIED WORK RESTRAINT UNIT
0181.0840
Fig. 3.438 Concept for MMU /WRU — End Effector Adaptation
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: MMU/WRU — Stabilizor Adaptation
FUNCTION: To stabilizo the MMU/WRU at o worksite to backup mocliolcal hangup situations
with the RMS inopurative, and to support manual release of sateilito appendages
	
SUPPORT(  EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CHEW INTER FAC ES
• Provide a stabilizer on tlie'WRU	 • Stabilizer attachment paint 	 • Operation of MMU flight controls
to attach to the worksite
• Provide clomping laws on the and 	 • Operation of stabilizer
of the stabilizer for worksita
attachment
• Provide a means of rigidizing
and dorigidizing the stabilizer
• Locate the stabilizerwithin
WRU operator reach for
attachment to the worksita
• The stabilizer should be approx-
imately 6 it long and permit
MMU/WRU relocation within a
somispharo described about the
"	 stabilizer attachment point
• EVA compatible controls to
oporato stabilizer jaws and rig•
idize/dorigidizo
1 • Mike pfovisions far "0, 41U/WRU
1	 stowage in the payload bay	 p
rtex•0181.096(T) Fig. 3.43E Requirements for MMU/WRU-Stabilizer Adaptation
MODIFIED	 y
WORK RESTRAINT UNIT
Nt~^
s
R81-01131-097(T)
0181.328D
a	
^
Fig. 3.440 Concept for MMU/WRU Stabilivar Adaptation
t
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: MMU/WRU .- Payload Handling Adaptation
i	 FUNCTION: To enable the MMU/WRU to transport S/C equipment for servicing during RMS inoperative situations,s
s'	
I_	 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 I	 CREW INTERFACES	 I
• Provide a payload handling
	 None	 • Operation of MMU flight controls
device on the MMU/WRU
• Operation of the puylood handling
• The payload handling device	 device
shell be capable of transporting
S/C replaceable equipment
such as MMS modules
I	 • Controls for operating thepayload handling device
shall be EVA compatible
w
• Make provisions for MMU/WRU
stowage in the payload bey
0181.062D
Rat-0181-098(T)
	 Fig. 3.4 .41 Requirements for MMU/WRU — Payload Handling Adaptation t
i
I
s	 a
PAYLOAD HANDLING,
DEVICE (REF: OCP)
i	 MANNED
i	 I	 MANEUVERING UNIT
	 W
^^	 I	
d
"	 a
MODIFIED	 +^
WORK RESTRAINT UNIT"—''
I	 ♦ 	
lI	
j
PLAN VIEW	 °	 11
r	 R81.0181.099(T)
0181.329D
Fig. 3.4.42 Concept for MMU/WRU =- Payload Handling Adaptation
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS.,
 Proximity Operations Module (POM) . MMU/WRU Adaptation
FUNCTION; Manned retrieval of MMS•typo satollitos at 1000 ft separation from Orbiter
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CREW INTERFACES
Provide a Work Restraint Unit (WRU)
	 + Provide an RMS • compatible	 • Operation of MMU flight
compatible with the MMU that will 	 grapple fixture mounted as close 	 controls
enable retrieval of satolihos weighing 	 as practical to the SIC co
about 6000 lb
	
	
• Controls and displays for
snare/boom operation
0 Orovide an MMU mechanical attachment
to the WRU
Ii
i
P Mount to the WRU an RMS snore and•
effector/extendable boom that extends
on adequate distance to permit grappling
and towing of a SIC
• Provide a rotating pivot at the snare
ond•ofIoctorlaxtondable boom
Interface to enable the SIC co to
align itsolI with the POM's thruster
axis/tow force vector
DEPLOY
• Provide n hoverlfly around capability
to unable Inspection of the satellito
prior to capture
• Provide crow visibility to maneuver
and attach the snare end-off actor to
the SiC's grapple fixture
	 SEW
• Provide lighting and snare alignment
cues for the operator
• Provide a rotating foot restraint
platform on the WRU with two
locking positions: one aligned with
the snare end•offoctor/boom and the
0othor at 180 to enable towing of a SIC 	 WORK RESTRAINT UNIT
• Provide EVA •compatiblo controls on	 R81-0181-101(T)
the WRU for operation of the snore
	 Fig. 3.4.44 Concept for Proximity Operations Modulo —and-of foctor/boom and rotating foot	 Mrestraint platform
	
MU/WRU Adaptation
• Make provisions for POM storage in
the payload bay
R81 . 0181 . 100(T)	 '
Fig. 3.4.43 Requirements for Proximity Operations
Module — MMU/WRU Adaptation
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; Proximity Operations Module (POM) • Manned Version
FUNCTION: Manned ratrioval of largo, heavy satellites at 1000 ft separation from Orbiter
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES 	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide a manned vehicle that
	
» Provide on RMS-compatible grapple 	 • Controls & displays msoclated
will retrieve satellites weighing	 fixture mounted as close as practical	 with POM Kwm & snare operation
up to 32,000 lb
	 to the S/C co
• Provide a cold gos propulsion
system to permit rotational)
	 — ._ .........	 _ ......_	 _	 _.._ _.....	 _..._...,
translational maneuvers in any
direction
• Locate thrusters to minimize
plume impingement on the
satellite
• Provide an RMS snare and-
effector/extendable boom that	 -
extends an adequate distance
to permit grappling and towing
of a S/C	 \
• Provide a hovor/fly-around capa-
bility to enable Inspection of the 	 / +
satellite prior to capture
• Provide cmw visibility to maneuver
and attach the snare end-effector
to the S /C's grapple fixture 	 +
• Provide lighting and alignment
cues for the operator
• Provide a rotating foot restraint
platform on the vehicle with two
locking positions: one aligned
with the snare end-effector/boom
and the other at180° to enable
towing of a S/C
• Provide EVA-compatible con-
	 '
trols for flyin g the vehicle,	 R81.0181.103(T)
operating the snare end-effector/ 	 Pig. 3,4-46 Concept for Proximity Operations Module — Manned Version
boom, and rotating foot restraint
platform
• Mount a grapple fixture on the
vehicle to enable deployment
and retrieval by the RMS
• Make provisions for storing the
vehicle in the payload bay
RBI-0181.102(T)
Fig. 3.4.45 Requirements for Proximity Operations
Module Manned Version
RTHRUST
TRIAD (I
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Maneuverable Television (MTV)
FUNCTION: Visual remote examination of satellites
SUPPORT EOUIPMCNT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
• Provide remote TV inspection 	 None
capability of up to 1 mile distance
from the Orbiter
• Provide Controls & displays In the
Arbiter AFD for crow operation of
the MTV
• Provide acolor TV system with
close-in zoom capability
• Provide MTV consurnables (power &
propellant) to permit >3 hr operation
• A non contaminating propulsion
subsystem shall be provided
• Provide a grapple fixture on
the MTV to enable deployment
and retrieval by the RMS
• An MTV rochargo/roplonish
station Is required In the cargo
hay for orbital servicing
R8l•0181-106(T)
Fig. 3.4.47 Maneuverable Television Roquiremants
CREWINTERFACES
• Controls & displays for MTV
operation provided In the
Orbiter AFD
{	 DOCKING
r	 INTERFACE (S)	 TV CAMERAS
TV LIGHTS
881.0181 .107 (T)
Fig. 3.4-48 Maneuverable Television Concept
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Proximity Operations Modulo (POM) , MTV Adaptation
FUNCTION: Unmanned retrieval of satellites at 1000 ft separation from Orbiter
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES 	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide an unmanned vehicle,	 • Provide an RMS - compatible grapple	 • Orbiter AFD controls & displays
which is an extension of the MTV, 	 fixture mounted as close as practical	 for POM flight control/operation
to retrieve satellites wolghing up 	 to the $/C ca	 (craw flys POM to RMS reach)
to 32,000 lb	
• Controls & displays for snare/boom
• Provide a cold gas propulsion	 operations
system to permit rotational/trans
lational maneuvers in any direc • 	.—
tlon
• Locate thrusters to minimize 	 • RETRIEVAL OF SATELLITES WITHIN 1000'OF01101TER
plume Impingement on the 	 • FLIGHT CONTROL VIA CREW IN onalTEnAFO
satallite
TIIRUSTEit MODULE 141
• Provide an RMS snare ond,offec-
for/extandabio boom that extends 	 3 Ak-an adequate distance to permit
grappling and towing of a SIC
/MODIFIED
• Provide o hovor/fly- ground caps-  	 }l{j /" MTV	 ono, r	 /0'^`
billty to enable TV Inspection of
the satellite prior to capture 	 4 art
FOLDABLE BOOMS (4)
• Provide TV visibility to maneuver 	
rr
	
1^; yI^	 ,` *^	 ,r "	 °;
and ottaehthe snare and;otfector 	
+1^v1	
`f,	 r 
4s
^
/ "}1'	 h t
to h,. S /C' s grapple fixtu re 
	`
	
^,^	 'Q 111^^^
• Provide lighting and alignment
cues for the romote operator in 	 tw	 it	 li
the AFD
EXTENDABLE BOOM
• Provide controls/displays In the
	
WITH RMS SNAK END EFFECTOR
AFD for crew operation of the	 Rat-o1a1-106(T)
POM
	 Fig, 3,4.50 Concept for Proximity Operations Module -4 MTV Adaptation
• Make provisions for PAM stowage
In the payload bay
RO1.0181.104(T)
Fig , 3.4.49 Requirements for Proximity
Operations Modulo — MTV Adaptation
a
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Versatile Service Stage (VSS) — Dolivery/Retrieval
FUNCTION. To transport and retrieve satellites from high energy orbits not directly accessible by the Arbiter
SUPPORT EGU1PMENT
	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
	 CREW INTERFACES
• VSS designed for minimum cargo 	 • Compatible mechanism to interface 	 • C&D ponol in AFD to supportbay length
	 with VSS docking mechanism
	 VSS:
• Compatlbllity with standard HPA	 • Provide for satellite S&C dooctiva •
	.-Checkout
Interface for doployment, check•	tion at VSS docking
out, & refueling
• Safing prior to Orbiter capture
and stowage
• Provide grapple fixture for RMS
deployment, retrieval & berth-
ing
• Delivery or return s/c with
masses about 3000 kg
• Randezvous with cooperative
SA, in high enorgy UM orbits	 — — . — --
— remote control of dockloo/
undocking to satellite
close proximity flight control
of VSS In preparation for
RMS capture
— refueling
Altutitate
• Flight control of VSS from the
ground
up to 2000 km
• Provldo YV visibility to remote-
ly control VSS docking to S/C
JSS
• Mechanism for docking & re-
leasing spacecraft
• Rendezvous with Orbiter within
1000 ft
• Provide a clean burning propulsion
system for closo-in satellite re•
triovai and Orbiter close proximity
operations
• Provisions for stowing the VSS In
payload bay
RBI.0181.108(T)
Pig. 3.461 Requirements for VSS Delivery/Retrieval
UNDER
STUDy
RBI.0181.109(T)
Fig, 3.462 Concept for VSS Delivery/Rost 6val
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SER'ViCE EQUIPMENT REQUiREi11iENTS; Versatile Service Stage (VSS) — End Effector Kit
FUNCTION; To capture & stabilize i. n unstable satellite for docking with the VSS
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTE11FACES I	 CREW INTERFACES
• Provide a kit with a snare and
effector mounted on-an extend,
able boom
• End effector kit shall Interface
with VSS
• Provide TV visibility & Illum•
inatlon for remote control of
synchronization maneuvers
and grappling operations
R01-01e1.110(T)
• Provide an HMS compatible
grapple fixture, at the S/C cg,
accessible to a grappler
• Maneuvor/control VSS to
synchronize with satellite
motion
• Operate boom & snaro
end effector
• TV display of flight oporvkNms
Alternate
• Flight control of VSS fr5m
the ground
Fill. 3,463 Requirements for VSS — End Effector Kit
None• Provide two "crab-ilke" arms
idexterous manipulaws) with
and effectors to tolze debris
• Provide bumper stops to enable
arms to "cinch-up" debris
• Mount arms on a rotating base
i10 RPM max? for synchroni-
zation with tumbling satellite
• Provide rotating base with do-
spin capability relative to VSS
• Debris capture kit shall Inter-
face with V68
• Provide TV visibility & Illu-
mination for remote control
of synchronization maneuvers
and capture operations
RO1.0101.1121T)
• Manouvorlcontrot vuu to syn•
chronizo with satellite motion
• Operate manipulators to solze
space debris
• TV display of flight oporationi
Alternate
o Flight control of VSS from th+
ground
STOW CONFIGURATION
NEW
GRAPPLE
KTURE
TWL1GHT
ROTATII
)R
SERVICE EOUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Versatile Service Stage (VSS) — Debris Capture Kit
FUNCTION: To capture & secure space debris to the VSS for deorbit or return to Orbiter
SYPPORT EQUIPMENT
	 I SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 I	 CREW iNTERFACES
Fig, 3.4 .55 Requirements for VSS — Debris Capture Kit
DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION
R81e0181.113(T)
1	 Fig. 3,4.56 VSS Debris Capture Concept
G
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SUN SHIELD CLOSES
AS PAYLOAD BAY
DOORS OPEN
ROI-0181-115(T)
SUN SHIELD OPENS
TO ACCOMMODATE
SATELLITE DEPLOYMENT
Fig. 3.4-68 Sun Shield Concept
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Sun Shield
FUNCTION: To provide sun Impingement protection for payloads with cargo bay doors open
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
• Provide a sun shield to cover
payloads In the cargo boy when
the doors are open
• Mechanism sholl be provided to
activate 
the 
shield as the payload
boy doors open, and to open the
shield for payload deployment
o Shall be of modular design to
provide for various length set.
0111tos
9 Provide controls & displays to
remotely Oporoto the thermal
shield from the AFD
HOI-0101-214(T)
SPACECRAPT INTERFACES
None
Fig. 3.4-57 Son Shield Requirements
OR11WINTERFACES
o Operate thermal shield controls
SUN SHIELD OPEN
WITH PAYLOAD SAY
DOORS CLOSED	 N^
\A
or Pool? QUAWry
SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Orbital Storogo
FUNCTION: To provide a thermal enclosure for a spacecraft pliced In otbltul storage
SUPPORT EQUIPMEriT SPACECRAFT INTERFACES CREW INTERFACES
v	 Provido on enclosure that complot . •	 Provide additional oropp,o o	 Install thermal oncloture by
ely covers the spacecraft for fistura for satellites inert ► remote RMS oporotions and/
thermal protection than iE ft In length or EVA support as required
Provide access to a grap ple fix-
lure for deployment & retrieval
Provide for gravity gradlont
stabilizatlon upon placement
of satoli(te In orbital storage
Modularize design to
occamodato varying length
satellites
0101•070D
I
R61-0101•Iia(T)
Fig. 3.4-59 Orbital Storage Roquiromenzs
RMS SNARE END THERMAL ENCLOSURE
0181.0890
R81-0181.117(T)	
Fig.. 3.4 .60 Orbital Storage Concept
i
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Attitude Transfer Package
FUNCTION: To provide improved attitude/state vector information to payloads
	
SUPPORT EOUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
	
e Provide moons for accurately	 None	 o Contro l alignment measuring
transferring attitude reference
data from the Orbiter Nav-
base to payloads In the pay-
food bay
to Tho goal is to improve the
present misalignment arrol,
of 12° to #U.2°
01.81*0710
Ral•0191 .1 I aen Fig. 3.4.61 Attitude Transfer Package Requirement&
FIXED FOR CARGO BAY ALIGNMENTS ( 
NEW
ALIGNMENT`
OF LOCATIONS
ALONG LENGTH
	
OPTIONAL TRANSFER
OF CARGO BAY	 DIRECTLY TO PALLET
0181.090D	 INSTRUMENT
RO1.01e1-119(T)
Fig. 3.4.62 Optical Attitude Transfer System Concept
CREW INTERFACES
equipment deployment &
transfer Information to pay-
loads
s
x
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS ., Lighting Enhancement
FUNCTION: To enhance existing cargo Lay illumination during orbital operations
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT	 I	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 I	 CREyWINTERFACES
Hoimot•mounted light oup-
montatlon
• Provide moons of enhancing	 Nona
illumination in the vicinity of
the cargo boy
• Additional Ilghtinp is required
In & abova the cargo boy for
EVA operations during dark
side orbital posses
0101.07~^,0
R81-0161.120(T)
Fig. 3.4.63 Lighting Enhancement Requirements
VISOR ACTUATOR
LIGHT-ADAPTING VISION SYSTEM
AMPLIFICATION OR ATTENUATION
OF VIEWED SCENE VIA MILITARY
NIGHT VISION GOGGLE/SCOPE
	
7
"	 TECHNOLOGY
HELMET LIGHTS
0191.0910	 ?1
Rel-0181.121(T)
Fig. 3.4.64 Concepts for Lighting Enhancement for EVA Operations
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Dexterous Manipulator— RMS Adaptation
FUNCTION: To provide capability for remote servicing operations with the RMS
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT SPACECRAFTINTERFACES 	 CREWINTERFACES
•	 Provide a general purpose end •	 Spacecraft equipment requiring removal 	 +	 Master controller operation &
x	 effector for the RMS & replacement shall be designed for 	 TV displays
G^ easy access & fastening compatible
c	 •	 The and effector shall have two with dexterous manipulator and
dexterous manipulator arms effectors
r	 and provide force feedback
•	 Equipment access & fastenings
•	 Provide stereo TV, lighting, shall olso be EVA compatible for
payload stowage provisions, backup operations
and mechanical stabilization
•	 Provide master controllers
& TV displays for AFD opera•
tion of the manipulators
•	 Provide dexterity to operate
equipment release mechanisms
L	 & removo/roplaco equipment
i
i	 Re1•0181.122(T)
Fig. 3.465 Requirements for Dexterous Manipulator - RMS Adaptation
IVI AS T En CONTROL IN AFD
Re1-0181-123(T)
Fig. 3.466 Concept for Dexterous Manipulator — RMS Adaptation
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: Dextarous Manipulator — HPA Adaptation
FUNCTION: To provide capability for remote servicing operations with tiro RMS
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
	
SPACECRAFT INTERFACES	 CRF..W INTERFACES
• Provide o genera) purpose and 	 • Spacecraft equipment requiring 	 • Master controller operation
effector compatible with the HPA 	 removal & roplacoment shall be 	 & TV displays
work platform
	
designed for easy access
& fastening compatible with
• The and effector shall have
	
dexterous manipulator end
	
i	 two dexterous manipulator 	 of factors
arms with the capability of
duplicating human arms and	 • Equipment access & fastenings shall
provide force feedback	 also be EVA compatible for backup
operations
• Provide storoo TV, lighting,
payload stowage provisions,
and mechanical stnbllixatlon
• Provide master controller
& TV displays for AFD
operation of the manipulators
• Provide dexterity to operate
equipment release mechanisms
& romove/replace equipment
	
'	 x81.0181.124(T)
Fig. 3.467 Requirements for Dexterous Manipulator HPA Adaptation
R81.0181.125(T)
0181-09317
Fig: 3.4 .68 Concept for Dexterous Manipulator - HPA Adaptation
R-121/122
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SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: MMS Modulo Handling Tool
FUNCTION: To facilitate EVA crew handling of MMS subsystem modules
SUPPORT EOUIPMENT	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
• Provide a manually operated ac. 	 • Standard attachment screws
tuator to Interface with the MMS
module attachment screws
• Provide tool Interface with the
OCP payload handling device
• Provide hand grips for EVA
handling of tool
Rat-0181.126(T)
CREW INTERFACES
• Operate the tool during EVA re-
placement of modules
Fig. 3.4.69 Requirements for MMS Handling Tool
TORQUE
DOWEL
^ ^..
	
HANDLE
SHAFT
l^U
^..,	 o
TOOL
HOUSING
cU ' 
z^
HANDGRIP (2)	 k
t	 PAYLOAD HANDLING
DEVICE INTERFACE
i	 R81-0181-127(T)
	
Fig. 3.4-70 Concept for MMS Module Handling Tool
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3.5 Sl;RV1Ct3 lti l^ (^Ulltl-,Mi-,N'r$/EQUIPMENT SUMMARY
3, 5.1 Service Equipment Status
A summary of the status of the service equipment identified within the 180 on -orbit
operations scenarios (initial launch, revisit, and earth return) that were considered in
the study is shown in Figure 8.5" 1. A total of 27 items of service equipment could sat-
isfy all of the equipment needs of the scenarios considered. Of the twenty-seven equip-
ments identified, their status is as follows:
Existing	 G
Cinder Development or Study	 5
Modifications	 3
New	 12*
Unique
	 1
Tota l 	 27
*Four of the 12 are optional.
r
For the equipment identified in Figure 3.5 -1, those with connecting lines refer to
equipment needs which could be satisfied by single units of service hardware adapted
with appropriate kits to perform the needed service functions.
3.5.2 Crew Interaction
Orbiter crew interactions involve remote control functions from the aft flight deck
and performance/ control of service operations during RVA.
Aft flight deck crew involvements are:
e Control of Service Equipment Operations as those associated with the RMS, 1-IPA,
FSS Tilt Table, and Retention Structu re Latches
Close Proximity Flight Control of the MTV, Proximity Operations Module-MTV
Adaptation, and Versatile Service Stage
Satellite Activation and Checkout which could involve providing power to the
satellite, transferring attitude and state vector information, and a minimal
' 	 (TBD...standardized) checkout of status/health prior to deployment.
3-124.
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tSUPPORT STRUCTURE
• RETENTION STRUCTURES
EXISTS
UNDER
DEV OR
STUDY
MODIF NEW UNIQUE
• SPECIAL RETENTION STRUCTURE
ON-ORBIT EQUIPMENT
• REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS)
•	 TILT TABLE (FSS, I US, PAM-A) •
• OPEN CHERRY
	 TILT TABLE WORK PLATFORM
PICKER (OCP)
	
OCP/RMS
• MANIPULATOR FOOT RESTRAINT/RMS
• PAYLOAD INSTALLATION/DEPLOYMENT AID (PI DA)
•	 HANDLING/POSITIONING AID (HPA)
• SPIN TABLE (PAMA PAM-D)	 r
• EQUIPMENT STORAGE EARTH RETURN
( FART BI E URN
•	 FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM 0
• NON-CONTAMINATING ATT CONTR SYS i
• AFT FLT DECK	 f W/RMS CONTROL 0
CONTRIDISPL	 S W/STD SAT C/OW/CLOSE PROX CONTR =
FREE•FLIGHTSYSTEMS
•	 MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION (MTV)
• PROXIMITY OPS MODULE -- MTV ADAP'N
• PROXIMITY OPS MODULE — MANNED VERSION
• MAN'D MANEUV UNIT/
	
!N/END EFFECTOR
WK RESTRAINT UNIT
	
W/STABILIZER
W/PAYLOAD HANDL G (MMU)(MMU/WRU)	 PROX OPS MODULE
W/DELIVERY, RCTRIEVAL
•	 VERSATILE SERVICE	 RENDEZ, DOCKING
STAGE (VSS)	 W/END EFFECTORl KIT
W/DEBRIS CAP r URE KIT
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
•
	 SUNSHIELD
• ORBITALSTORAGE
• ATTITUDE TRANSFER PKG
•	 LIGHTING ENHANCEMENT
ADVANCED CAPABILITIES
o DEXTEROUS MANIPULATORS1 W/HPA
111
TOOLS
• HANDLING/EQUIPMENT REMOVAL
Fig. 3.5-1 Service Equipment -- Status
3-x25
`s
U
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Crew Extra-vehicular activities involve: 	 ii
• Control of Service Equipment O perations within the payload bay, as those associ-
ated with the operation of the OCP/RMS, OC.P work stations on the VSS Tilt Table
and HPA, and support of RMS equipment removal and stowage operations
• Free-flight Operations Involving Close proximity Satellite Retrieval as those
associated with retrieval operations using the Proximity Operations Module -
MMU/WRU adaptation
• Hands-on Repair/ Maintenance inclu ding module exchange and potential fluids
replenishment
• Contingency Situations with the RMS inoperative or involving mechanism hangups
which would call for deployment of the MFR/RMS or appropriate MMU/WRU
adaptations.
The above crew interactions clearly indicate that on-orbit crew involvement is an
inherent hart of satellite services in primary and contingency service operations.
3.5.3 Satellite Features Facilitating Servicing
Suggested satellite features that will enhance serviceability of satellites by the
Orbiter/ Orbiter crew are:
• A standardized interface should be established between all satellites and the
orbiter to contain berthing, umbilical, and fluid transfer connections compatible
with the HPA and FSS Cradle A t Tilt Table
• The extent of Orbiter crew involvement in satellite checkout operations should
be standardized and ., to the extent possible, minimized to reduce control/ display
implications on the Orbiter
• Satellite appendages should be deployable while attached to the Orbiter to take
advantage of the crew's presence for backup; appendages should also be retrac-
table to allow for servicing flexibility, access to equipment, and storage for
'c	 earth return
e An RMS grapple fixture(s) should be located on the satellite to be compatible
with planned servicing operations
• Satellite safing should be incorporated in all satellites calling for retrieval for
servicing or subsequent earth return (e.g. expell residual propellants prior to
retrieval)
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} Satellites intended for on-orbit maintenance should be designed with basically the
same type of ground rules applied to man-tended systems, with particular attention to
man-tended EVA compatibility.	 Five basic ground rules applying to satellites designed
`	 $ for on-orbit servicing are;
^'r
s	 Accessibility
-	 EVA Servicing - Reach/Visibility Requirements
-	 Mobil Foot Restraint /OCP Positioning Capabilities
e Size/Dorm Factors Compatible with EVA Handling
i ^►	 Removal and Replacement Simplicity
Minimize Equipment Mounting Points
i
`
Mechanical Retention Mechanisms
Umbilical Connectors
-	 Visual Verification of Connection Acceptability
• Transportability Via EVA and/or RMS
G
•	 Standard ized OnmOrbit 'T'ool Usage
d
i 3.5.4 Observations
Overall observations that apply to service requirements and equipment identifica-
tions are summarized in Figure 3.5.2. 	 Of major significance is that Grumman has based
„
its identification of service equipment needs, and thus their concept definition, upon a
l broad base of one-orbit service operations scenarios. 	 These scenarios have addressed
.w
operations associated with various types of satellite classes expected to be .flown by the
Space Transportation System in the next two decades.
x
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• SERVICE EQUIPMENT NEEDS BASED ON ON•ORBITOPERATIONS/USAGE
• MMU/WRU ADAPTATIONS COVER RMS INOPERATIVE SITUATIONS
• HPA VS TILT TABLE USAGE
— WITH T ► LT TABLE... RMS LOCATES P/L ABOVE AFD FOR APPENDAGE DEPLOYMENT
... RMS SHOULD "TOSS" P/L TO EFFECT SEPARATION
— WITH HPA
	
. . . APPENDAGES DEPLOYED WHILE HPA ATTACHED
... HPA IMPARTS SEPARATION AV
• TYPICA L_ EQUIPMENT USAGE FOR DIRECT DELIVERY SATELLITE CLASS
INITIAL LAUNCH
	
REVISIT	 EARTH RETURN
RETENTION STR	 EQUIP STOWAGE 	 RETENTION STR
RMS	 FLUID TRANS	 RMS
MFR	 RMS	 MFR/RMS
HPA	 OCP	 HPA
AFD C/D
	 HPA	 MTV
MTV	 AFD C/D
AFD C/O
• CLOSE PROXIMITY RETRIEVAL OF SATELLITES AT 1000 FT SEPARATION CALLS FOR PROX
OPS MODULE VARIATIONS
Fig. 3.5 .2 Observations
